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FBI questions student organization
More than 1million pilgrims file
past pope's body, officials say
.Campus
conference
to begin
Monday
BY RRNDRLL PDST
News Editor
The day before the NCAAMen's
Basketbail Tournament kicked off
at Taco Bell Arena, the FBI con-
tacted Idaho Progressive Student
Alliance (IPSA) secretary Audra
Green.
Green said the FBI inquired
if they could ask her a few ques-
tions, and she agreed to meet with
them at a public place.
(Green also explained this event
in The Arbiter with a letter-to-the-
editor on March 31.)
FBI Agent Joseph Hess asked
Green a series of questions re-
garding her driving record. in
Alaska and New York, and IPSA
President Arielle Anderson's ar-
rest at the Idaho State Capitol in
February of 2001.
By liZ HUERiA HALE -
News Wr·,ter
Students, faculty, and staff are
invited to attend the second an-
nual Undergraduate Research
and Scholarship Conference on
Monday, April 11, from 1:00 to
4:00 p.m. in the Student Union
Building. The conference is a re-
flectionofhowlloisefitatewillearn
its title of "Metropolitan Research
University of Distinction." More
than no Boise State undergradu-
ates have been accepted to dis-
play their research, artistic, and
scholarly projects in various loca-
tions in the SUB.
The abstract includes the re-
search purpose and highlights of
both methodology and results.
visual/performing arts abstracts
include the background and cur:..
rent state of the work. Attendees
will be provided with free food
while they enjoy podium presen-
tations, music, dance, documen-
taries, and oral interpretations.
Undergraduate students will be
available to answer questions
about their research during their
performances and poster presen-
tations. -
"It's a really neat venue for peo-
ple to show off their work:' orga-
nization assistant Sarah Bednar
said. "It's· something these stu-
dents will be able to put on their
resume."
Boise State routinely provides
undergraduates with the oppor-
S88 Und·8rgrad {page 31
BY KEN DILANIAN
KNIGHT RIDDER NEWSPAPERS
VATICANCITY-Old and young,
devout and curious, in nun's hab-
its and tight jeans, black, white, .
Hispanic and Asian, they. caine .
by the hundreds of thousands
Tuesday to get a fleeting glimpse
of Pope John Paul II's body lying
in state in St. Peter's Basilica.
"Would you look at this? This
is unbelievable:' said, Vincenzo
Peluso, a Newark, N.J.,police offi-
cer, who happened to be in Rome .
on vacation, as he gazed down
the broad boulevard leading into
St. Peter's Square at a crush of hu-
manity for as far as the eye could
see.
For some, the wait for a few sec-
onds before the body was as long
as eight hours.
Italian officials calculated that
more than a million people would
have walked past the pope's body
by the end of Tuesday, with days
yet to go before the funeral Friday
morning.
That was well ahead of esti-
mates, and It reinforced the sense
that much about the media-age
version of this centuries-old pa-
pal transition process, from the
live, close-up television Images
of the pope's body to the unprec-
edented number of world leaders
attending the memorial service,
would breakground.
Despite intensive preparations,
the city's transport system began
to strain under the influx of peo-
ple.
Morning rush-hour traffic
bogged down as some 500 bus-
loads of pilgrims began arriving
south of Rome as early as 4 a.m.,
Italy's ANSAnews agency report-
ed. Italy's passenger-rail com-
pany said some 300 disgruntled
pilgrims blocked a railway line
for two hours inprotest after they
were unable to board a jammed
train.
Tent cities were being erected
Orange
Senate
learns the
'ropes
BY DUSTIN LAPRAY
News writer
The new Associated Students
of Boise State University Senate
is iearning how it shall function,
what its expectations are, and
what procedures it must perform
to accomplish its goals.
With 14 new senators, the
Senate has a lot of training to
undergo in order to work effec-
tively. These first few meetings
of the 2005-06 Senate have not
produced any new legislation.
The early meetings are a means
to practice parliamentary proce-
dure so that the Senate meetings
(4:40 on 'luesdays and Thursdays
in the Student Union Forum) may
run more smoothly. Sen. Wyatt
Parke and Sen. LaTisha Clark, the
only holdovers from last year's
Senate, have set about training
their fellow senators. The meeting
Tuesday ended early so that sena-
tors Parke and Clark could teach
the new senators how to write a
bill, a directive, and a resolution
and how to determine the differ-
ences between the three.
With the massive turnover in
the Senate and a new president in
power, ASBSUhas holes to fill in
committees and among President
Holladay's staff.
Sen. Parke was elected as
the Senate Pro Tempore last
Thursday. .
The senators were each asked
during the meeting to sign up for
at.least two of the five internal
committees ofASBSU.
. The'following senators were
.elected to chair the follow-
ing .committees: . Sen. Katie Jo
Rupert.Appointment and Review
Committee, Sen. Brandon Stoker-
Budget and Finance Committee,
Sen. LaTisha Clark-Ways and
Means COfumittee, Sen. Christian
Busnardo-Unlversity Relationsl
Public Lialson. Committee, .and
Sen. Russell. O'Leary-Student
Affairs, Tradition, and Diversity
.. . - Sea Senate [page 3)
Green confirmed she had lived
in Alaska, but had never set foot in
New York. Green said Anderson's
arrest was not an indicator that
IPSA members and officers are
violent criminals.
"It was a non-violent direct
action and should in no way
open the door to me or to IPSA,"
Anderson said. Anderson was re-
cently inducted into the ASBSU
Hall of Fame for her contributions
in community service.
Hess said the FBI had received
word from the Boise Police
Department that IPSA had been
blocking drivers while protest-
ing at the Taco Bell on Broadway
a few weeks before the NCAA
Tournament.
IPSA along
Organizaci6n de
Latino-Americanos
with the
Estudiantes
(OELA) led
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the Boise State. student boycott
against Taco Bell and the chang-
ing of the Pavillion's name to Taco
BellArena.
Green said BPDwas more con-
cerned with their megaphone
than blocking cars.
The FBI was concerned that
with Anderson's arrest and IPSA's
protests at Taco Bell, IPSAmight
run on the floor of a televised
NCAATournament game at Taco
BellArena, Hess said.
Hess also asked Green if she
knew anything about the Animal
Liberation Front (ALF)and Earth
Liberation Front (ELF).Greensaid
she was aware that ALFand ELF
are extremist groups that have
committed arson, but refuted the
connection.
"IPSA and ALF and ELF are
not in the same category," Green
said.
Hess said the questions regard-
ing ALF and ELF are standard
questions the FBI would ask a
group like IPSA. Hess also said
ALF and ELF have committed
over $100million in damages.
After about 15minutes of ques-
tioning, Green ended the inter-
view when the FBI asked for her
address, Green declined to tell the
FBIand walked away.
"We were satisfied with Miss
Green's answers," Hess said, "she
said 'the boycott has ended and
we're not violent: That was good
enough for us."
Hess said he had some issues
with Green's letter to the editor.
Hess said the meeting was not an
interrogation, but an interview.
The FBI can usually clear up an
issue by asking some questions,
The body of Pope John Paul Il has in 51. Peter's Basilica for public vlewinu an Monday, Aprll 4, 2005.
to accommodate the throngs, and
the estimates of total visitors were
bumped from 2 million to 4 mil-
lion.
Among those visitors, most cer-
tainly not; staying in tents, will
be President Bush and his wife,
Laura, former Presidents George
H.w. Bush and Bill Clinton and
Secretary of State Condoleezza
Rice, the White House announced
Tuesday. BushWillbe among more
than 100world leaders. The only
head of state at Pope John Paul
I's funeral in 1978was the Italian
president.
As the mourners and tourists
poured in to pay respects to the
late pope, the men who will se-
lect the next one met in secret for
the second day in a row to set the
transition in motion.
Ninety-one of the 183 living
cardinals met in the Apostolic
Palace, Vatican spokesman
Joaquin Navarro-Valls said at a
news conference.
He also said John Paul II's body
hadn't been embalmed, only
"prepared" for viewing. He didn't
say what that meant, nor wheth-
er the body would be embalmed
eventually.
Navarro-Valls said the date for
when the cardinals would meet
to select the next pope, known as
the conclave, hadn't been set. But
he said it had been decided that
when the new pope was elected,
bells would ring out, in addition
to the traditional' white smoke
rising from the Sistine Chapel, to
dispel any confusion.
Cardinals continued to sit for
interviews, offering the tiniest
slivers of insight into their think-
ing about the direction of the
church. Agroup of American car-
dinals met with U.S. journalists
but revealed little about whom
they thought would be the next
pope.
Love was a theme for manyof
those waiting to see the pope's
body, whether they'd agreed with
him or not.
"We're here to give him one
last goodbye, and to thank him
for all he did for us," said Omelia
Castellano, 22,who is from a small
town outside Naples. No, she isn't
a devout Catholic, she said, and
no, she didn't agree with the pope
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Fraternity celebrates the tradition of Paddy Murphy
·A
Dynamite
dIU
and there is predication and justi-
fication for the interviews.
"There is. a big difference be-
tween a voluntary interview and
an interrogation," Hess said.
Hess refuted Green's claim in
the letter to the editor that the
FBIcontacted other IPSAofficers.
Green informed Anderson about
the incident, and Anderson con-
tacted Hess, but the FBI did not
contact any other officers. Green
confirmed the FBIdid not contact
anyone else, but said they had al-
luded that they would.
Anderson reiterated the point
that IPSAis a non-violent group.
"We're a student organization
that happens to be political, and
if that's a bad thing, we need to
re-evaluate the political climate
in this country."
PH011J aJUrrrESV OF sm CAMPUS
on matters of sexuality.
"We accept his ideas from the
Catholic point of view. For us
who live under the 'young' point
of view, it's a different matter,"
she said, summing up how many
Itaiians balance their cultural af-
finity with the Catholic Church
with their disregard for some of
its strictures.
Aaron Decker, 22, from Howell,
Mlch., came by bus with fellow
students from his study-abroad
program in Austria. They arrived
early, and had to wait only three
hours in line.
"Itwas amazing," he said. "I am
sad to see him go but I'm sure he's
happy that he's home now."
Murphy was an outstanding
member of Al Capone's gang in
the .1920s. Though Murphy. was
The Sigma Alpha Epsilon frater- . recognized as being faithful and
nity takes pride in its long-stand- responsible within the organlza-
ing traditions. For this reason, tion, he pursued a romantic inter-
the BSU chapter of the fraternity est in one of Capone's girlfriends:
is taking time on Thursday, April When Capone found out, he. be-
7, through Saturday, April 9, to came angry and set out to harm
recognize and remember a fallen. MurphY. .
.brother in the fraternity. Murphy realized be was in dan-
According .to a document .ger,and fled to the Sigma Alpha
released by' the Idaho Beta .Epsilon rratern.lty house. Capone
CollJpany,SAE member' Paddy . andohis colleagues followed
MurphY,'Sl:1oqting him numer-
ous times as Murphy ran to the Building, the Morrison Center, 'but donations will be accepted.
front door of the house. Murphy and the Quad. This will be lmme- ..President of the BSUchapterof
knocked repeatediyand was shot diately followed by a wake In theSAE, Jim Wolfe, is excited about
one final time as the door was Student Union Building. the prospect of bringing this tra-
opened. He gave the SAE hand- Friday, the SAEmembers will at- - ditlon to the BSUcampus.
shake to the member standing in tend a closedfuneraI in Murphy's ."Out-fraternity hopes that this
the doorway before passing away. . honor. event will be something that ben-
. This- famous story has sparked The final event will take place efits BSUstudents now and In the
a three-day-long nationally rec- on Saturday at 7;30 p.m. at the : years to come:Wolf~ said.'
ognized SAEtradition, which be- Holiday. Inn on Vista' Ave. This Wolfe wishes to .eXtend an in-
gins with the carrying of a casket celebration, called the PaddyvitaHontci all to partake in the
through campus by current SAE Murphy Celebration, ill.Ppen iuO: week's events •.... '.';"." .
members. The procession will all BSUstudents and willfeature ·M.ToanstudentsatBSU,pleas€:·
take place onThursday atl! a.m. . live music and dancing; There Is came" and join .iiI.<·oui·celebra.
and will travel by the Engineering no charge for attending the event,tion.~ ..'. . .. -:;:. ";o"'i:
. - - :::,'-
BY DRNIELLE UERHULP
News Writer _
world
I' -
In,Tokyo,,\Vomen-only
cars offer escape from,
gropers on trains
TOKYO-The first women-only car-
riage on a morning commuter train in
Tokyowent into service Monday as part
of efforts to cut the incidence of sexual
harassment.
Japan East Railway Co. introduced
trains with the women-only cars on the
JR Saikyo Lirie, known as a route with
a high incidence of groping during the
morning rush hours.
Ten private railways and subways in
the Tokyo metropolitan area wlil follow
suit from May 9.
Just after 8 a.m. Monday, women
rushed from the first carriage of a Saikyo
Line train arriving at, JR Ikebukuro
Station. On the windows of the carriage
were pink stickers that read "Forwomen
only." .
A scent of perfume floated in the re-
served carriage, in which passengers
enjoyed relative comfort, dozing in their
seats or tapping messages on their mo-
bile phones. . .
. Without men, the carriage appeared
larger than usual and the colorful cloth-
lng worn by passengers created a lively
atmosphere. In the second carriage,
men looked curiously into the women-
only carriage.
Women welcomed the special car-
riage, saying they were pleased to be
free of sexual harassment.
The first carriages on 35 trains that
stop at JR Shinjuku Station from 7:30
a.m. to 9:40 a.m. on weekdays will be
designated as women-only. Primary
school and younger boys and handl-
capped men 'also can use the carriage.
Bush honors slain
soldier with top military
honor
WASHINGTON-Two years to the day
after Sgt. 1stClass Paul Smith was killed
in a fierce fire fight in Iraq, President
Bush delivered the Medal of Honor
to the slain soldier's 11-year-old son
Monday in an emotional White House
ceremony,
•I. , _:;'. 1.'~:-{.'~",'?-' , '
,.-;~..~<j."":;.../,,,;:,
Smith's comrades credl\e~~iP.t :Mt~' meii;,seveh~l~Hhefuconverts to Islam.
saving more than 100 American'lives .hi;~ubl1rb~ll~~ll1ja, in the days and
by single-handedly L'lwartinganJraqi,. weeks·afteit!te.S¢pt. ,11,2001, terrorist
counterattack In the early naYs0Jtlieiw attacks,",'::".'" ','
vasion. Braving a steady barrage. o(ert-:. 'Al-timitili.w~s '8, spiritual adviser to
emy fire, Smith climbed lntoadamaged ',.,many MusHirisat an English-speaking
armored vehicle and turn;edjtir.SOrcau.··.;Jslamit:<c<lAter:lil$a.1lsChurch, where he
ber machine on the attacldngI~1l4is.'; '.",;was prhicl.p~lleGturer.
Smith. 33, killed about 50'~nem'y sol" ,:plve :etaysif'ter the Sept. 11 attacks,
dlers before he was mortally-wounded; "with "the ',World Trade Center still
He's the first soldier from th~ rraqwar sm.o~lng.» al-Timlml told six young
to receive the nation's highest military., MusHmsover dinner that it was "time
, honor. , ' togo abroad. join the jihad and fight.
Bush said Smith matured after he was against the' United States," Assistant
stationed in Germany, fell in love, mar- U.S.Attorney Gordon Kromberg told the
rled, and started a family. He became a jury.
more disciplined soldier while serving Al-Timimi, who earned a doctorate in
in the Persian GulfWar. cancer research just as he was indicted,
By the time of the Iraq Invasion in is charged with 10counts. Including so-
2003, he was known as a hard-driving liclting others to commit crimes such as
sergeant who pushed his men to pre- "conspiring to levy war on the United
pare themselves for combat. States" and providing material support
Smith lost his life within a mile of the to terrorist groups.
Baghdad airport, a key strategic target He could face life in prison if convict-
for the invading U.S. troops.' ed. .
Bush said Smith showed "total disre-
gard for his own life" while repulsing
the Iraqi attackers.
"Five days later, Baghdad fell and the
Iraqi people were liberated:' the presi-
dent said.
.Irial opens for Islamic
scholar accused of
stirring up Muslim
extremists
ALEXANDRIA,Va. - A charismatic
Islamic scholar and respected scien-
tist who was "like a rock star" to young
Muslims denounced the United States
as "Islam's greatest enemy" and in-
ducedsome of his followers to take up
arms against U.S. forces, a federal pros-
ecutor charged Monday.
The accusations. made in the open-
ing arguments of a federal trial ofAli al-
Timimi, a 41-year-old U.S. citizen from
Fairfax County, Va, are at the crux of
the government's case, which will test
key free-speech protections of the First
Amendment.
Edward MacMahon, the lawyer rep-
resenting al-Timirni, noted that some of
his client's oral and written attacks were
"obscene and offensive" but those opin-
ions were not illegal.
The case centers on two social gather-
ings al-Timimi held with young Muslim
Idaho ASHRAEChapter
announces Boise State
scholarship winners
The Idaho chapter of the American
Society of Heating Refrigeration and
Air Conditioning Engineers (ASHRAE)
has awarded $500 scholarships to Sarah
Jean Scherrer from Boise and Brian Jon
Jacques from Nampa.
Scherrer, a junior in the Selland
College of Technology School of
Mechanical Engineering. has been ac-
tive in the mechanical engineering club
and the societ y of women engineers.
She has been a volunteer for Toys for
Tots and the Saint Alphonsus Festival'
ofTrees. She was a member of the Mini-
Baja team, which built a model car for
the American Society of Mechanical
Engineer's regional competition.
Jacques, also a junior in the School of
Mechanical Engineering and a member
of the Mini-Baja team, has spent four
years in residential and commercial
construction. His major interest is de-
signing more efficient HVACsystems.
local/bsu
HOllotsAs~i#ti~~
seeks hair donations for
Locks of Lov~cut-offon
April 16'
Volunteers may donate a portion of
their hair to benefit financially disad-
vantaged children who have suffered
long-term medical hair loss on Saturday,
April 16,durilig the fourth annual Locks
of Love Cut-off.
The event is sponsored by the Honors
Student Association at Boise State
. University. The Cut-off wl1lbe held from
10a.m. to 3 p.m. at Boise Hair Company
West, 2999North Cole, and at Top Notch
Hairstyling, 280 North 8th Street, Suite
120. Volunteers are encouraged to call
376-7622 for an appointment at Boise
Hair Company or 384-5696 for Top
Notch Hairstyling. Walk-ins are also
welcome.
.To donate, hair must be at least 10
Inches in length and bundled in a pony-
tail or braid. Hair must be in good con-
dition with no bleach or recent perms;
dyed hair Is okay. The haircuts are free,
but the stylists accept tips, as they are
donating their time.
The Cut-offwill benefit Locks of Love,
a non-profit organization that provides
children under 18 with custom, vac-
uum-fitted, hairpieces made entirely
from donated human hair. The vacuum
fit is designed for children who have ex-
perienced a total loss of scalp hair and
does not require the use of tape or glue.
Last year, about 150volunteers donated
their hair during the third Boise State
Cut-off.
Annual Seven Arrows
Pow Wow to be held at
Boise State
Boise State University invites the pub-
lic to watch NativeAmerlcan dances and
listen to traditional music during the
BSUSevenArrows PowWow April 15-17
in the Student Union Jordan Ballroom.
All events are free and open to the pub-
lic, but donations of canned food will be
accepted at the door.
The Pow Wow will run from 5 p.m.
to midnight, Friday, April 15, with the
grand 'entry at 7 p.m.; 9 a.m. to mid-
night, Saturday, April 16, with grand
local/bsu .
entries ainoonand 7 p.m.: 11 a.m ..t05
. p.m:.,S\Jn<lay,:Aprii 17with the grand
, entry ~tl'p.m:.: .' .• .
Additional llctivities include a pool
and bowling tournament on Saturday in
the Student Union Games Center ..Adis-
"phlY ofNat\v~ American art Will be.on
exhibit from April 13-27 in the Student
Union Art Gallery.
The Pow Wow is presented by the
Boise State Intertribal Native Council,
wh'ich Includes' members from)~lany
different tribes throughout the West
and Midwest. Performers' from' the
Intermountain area wl1lcompete for
$7,000 in cash prizes. Guest dance
groups wl1l perform on Saturday and
Sunday In between competitions. There
also will be a "Street Dress Owl" contest
for dancers competing in street clothes
rather than traditional clothing, and all
drummers and dancers are.welcome.
Host drum will be Lightning Creek;
headman dancer wl1l be' Phil Allen;
head womandancerwill be Roseanne
Abrahamson. a descendant of
Sacagawea; master of ceremonies will
be Otis Halfmoon; and arena director
will be Dallas Gudgell.
_what t.he?·'
Va'can't see me, can ya'?
Blam!
A man tried to rob a bank In Mali
while wearing a great number of magi:
cal talismans. He believed they would
make him invisible, Hewas wounded by
a guard and arrested.
That's to go, and make it .
quick!
A man gassed up his car in the wee
hours of the morning and then drove
off without paying, prompting police
to pursue him on a slow-speed chase
through the streets of Mount Carmel.
Tenn.
It ended at about 5 a.m., when, much
to the lawmen's amazement, the guy
pulled Into the drive-through lane of a
restaurant to order breakfast. The cops.
with guns drawn, quickly surrounded
him.
/',
P1ll1lO BY R1CHAESWANBECK!lHE AllBITEA
DwalvnahFrathnkahhDldsa cup Ircm 4.0 CDlfee, tha new caifaa shop IDeated In Keiser Hall. 4.0 ts a student run bustness that was designed Ior students to
app Vw at ev ava learned In tha classronm to realllle snuancns.
tunity to conduct research with professors in a wide range of
subject areas. Undergraduate research provides students with
invaluable experience and is integral to the university and its
mission. Over 200 undergraduate students from different de-
partments are participating in this event, and there is a total of
135abstract submissions to be presented.
Because these types of experiences are uncommon at the un-
dergraduate level at most universities, communication profes-
sor Laurel Traynowicz says that this type of work fromstudents
reflects the university's dedication to research. She added that
this event is a "must-see" for students interested in graduate
school, because it will expose them to what awaits them in their
career fields.
The work accepted for display at the conference was chosen
by a jury of faculty from each college. Ien Glausen was chosen as
this year's cover artist fordesigning the Undergraduate Research
and Scholarship Conference cover. All other students' cover de-
signs willbe displayed for viewing in the SUBGallery as part of
the conference.
The conference will conclude with comments by Provost Sona
K.Andrews and VicePresident forResearch John Owens, the two
individuals who made this event possible. Certificates will be
awarded andseveral students will be recognized for outstand-
ing achievement
Un d e rg ra d [frampage 1) Senale [lrom papa 11
Affairs.
President JoeHolladay appointed Jared Martin as his chief of staff, Tim
Flagerty as director of student affairs, and Seth Merritt as conservation
coordinator.
The appointments were approved in the Appointment and Review
Committee and by a majority vote in Tuesday's meeting by the Senate.
Sen. Parke made a motion in Tuesday's meeting to cancel Thursday's
meeting to undergo more training, but it was learned that members of
the Associated Students of Idaho State University student government
will attend the ASBSUmeeting today at 4:40 p.rn, to view how the ASBSU
works. The meeting will take place as scheduled.
Sen.Parke also asked the advice ofthe Senate concerning a request from
Health Science Sen.Whatlyne Frederick that she be excused from attend-
ing senate meetings for the remainder of the semester. Sen. Frederick has
a class during the time when the Senate meets.
Members of the Senate suggested that the Senate either remove Sen.
Whatlyne from office (and allow President Holladay' to appoint a new
senator from Health Sciences) or they may withhold her pay while she is
not attending the meetings.
A senator is only allowed to miss three meetings and is then subject
to impeachment. Sen. Parke was asked to gather more information and
present it to the Senate at Thursday's meeting.
The Senate also voted to accept the recent addition of a sofa in the
Senate office and to finance refreshments (i.e. coffee, sugar, hot choco-
late) in said office. The refreshments are for students use during meet-
ings with senators in the Senate office.
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Darfur genocide
BY RUBREY SRLRZRR
Columnist
I wear a soft green bracelet
on my right wrist, much like the
popular Lance Armstrong, yellow
bracelets. My particular brace-
let is embossed with the words,
"Save Darfur" and "Not On My
Watch,"
The ,latter phrase is impor-
tant because it was scribbled by
President G.W. Bush in the mar-
gins of a memo summarizing
the atrocities in Rwanda back
in 1994. Now an Oscar-nomi-
nated film starring Don Cheadle
and Sophie' Okonedo, the movie
"Hotel Rwanda" illustrates the
heart-breaking entrenchment
of millions during the Rwandan
genocide. The same thing goes
on today for millions of Sudanese
in the Darfur region of Sudan,
Africa. 1\vo years later, there is
only minuscule attention given
to the situation.
Sudan is nestled between Chad,
Libya, Egypt, the Red Sea, Eritrea,
Kenya, Uganda, Congo, and the
Central African Republic. Darfur
is located in the western part of
Sudan. The burning and annihi-
lation of villages in the region ex-
tend as far south as Um Dukhan,
as east as Taisha, and as far north
as Oure Cassoni.
On the western side of Darfur
lies Chad. This is where most
of the refugees have fled. The
make-shift camps are in hor-
rible conditions, basic needs like
water, shelter, and sanitation arc
lacking for the hundreds of thou-
sands who even make' it outalive.
One reason is that international -
aid workers have a very difficult
time getting to these areas. The
Sudanese government has put
major restrictions on getting vi-
sas to travel there, and in order to
get to the Darfur region, workers
must apply for more travel per-
must stop
mits. The Sudanese government
is not sympathetic to the geno-
cide; it is the perpetrator.
Long ago. when nomadic Arab
tribes -moved into Sudan, there
were only indigenous Africans
living there. The different tribes
intermingled, but according
to Boise State Professor David
Christensen. "There has always
been an Arab sense of superiority
there." All Sudanese are Muslim,
but a tangible divide arose be-
tween the herds people and the
farmers. As the Sahara desert
continues to grow, and arable
land becomes scarce because of
desertification and there are in-
creasing conflicts over water and
other resources. The herds peo-
ple are mostly of Arab descent,
and the cultivators are mostly of
African descent. Since the last
military coup, the Arab Sudanese
have been in power.
There have been numerous re-
ports of military strikes by the
Sudanese government on the
Darfur region. The Janjaweed
militia is the main front. Initially
thought to be a rogue Arab group,
there is now more evidence of its
continued support by the gov-
ernment. Guns, identification
cards, salaries, vehicles, are all
given to the Janjaweed to cleanse
the Darfur region of the African
Sudanese.
It is a systematic destruction
and killing. It is not an impromp-
tu wave of sea water. The mili-
tias enter a village, the women
are raped and beaten, children
and babies are orphaned or sim-
ply shot. and the unarmed men
are tortured, then butchered.
Upwards of 250,000 African
Sudanese have already been
slaughtered. The villages are
then burned, which disallows
those that survive the attacks to
ever come back. Almost 2 million
Sudanese have been displaced
Ask Captain RlbMan
because of the genocide. This is
truly a desperate situation.
Professor Christensen says that
the genocide in Darfur cannot be
accurately compared to the past
situation in Rwanda. "There are
lots of political undertones with
respect to Sudan," Christensen
laments. In Rwanda. there was a
swifter consensus to label it geno-
cide. To date, the United Nations
refuses to call the klllings in
Sudan 'genocide'. To formally do
so would result in restrictions on
business, trade, and other rela-
tions between Sudan and U.N.
member nations. Some of these
nations, not only have profitable
and vital ties with the Sudanese
government, but also have a con-
trolling vote over U.N. actions
in the matter. So how about the
United States? We could obvious-
ly care less about U.N. red tape,
given our last unilateral tangle.
Professor Christensen specu-
lates that the rest of the world
might see U.S: intervention in
yet another Muslim-controlled
country as disastrous, particu-
larly in the fragile middle-east. It
is certainly a realist perspective
worth noting. Somehow, I can-
not get past the fact that we could
do more.
With the lives lost in Darfur
fast approaching the death toll
of the south Asian tsunami, we
must now match the outpour-
ing of support and money for this
devastation. Imagine if the 10-ft
waves there did not stop. The kill-
ings in Sudan are still happening,
and they are preventable.
A line from "Hotel Rwanda"
still haunts me, though. When
Nick Nolte's character, a U.N. of-~
flclal, says to Cheadle's character.
"You're not even a nigger. You're
African."
Buy your bracelets at www,
savedarfur.org
BY CRPTRIN RIBMRN
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Dear Captain RibMan,
I've recently read that there are quite a few 'secret
societies' operating in America today. This alarms
me quite a bit. I mean, what if a secret soclety signs
you up and doesn't tell you? You might not know for
years until they give you a huge 'overdue member-
ship fees' blll! Anyway, my question is: How can
you recognize if you or a loved one (or even some
stranger on the street) is a member of a secret so-
ciety?
-Mason 'Fnord' Illuminatison
Dear Mason,
Although I am not a member of a 'secret society,'1
am a member of a 'secrete society,' My fellow mem-
bers and I ceremoniously discharge fluids from
our bodies. Our rituals are oozing with deep rever-
ence for tradition. It brings us closer to nature. I am
the solemn High Priest of Pustules. I specialize in
zits. boils and general acne. To me. both black and
whiteheads are equal. My back is an altar to excres-
cence where I ritually pop. drain and cleanse any
found pimples. My favorite part is communion!
Good Luck!
-Captain RibMan
chiavo case didn't
bringout best in
many people
BY JILL PORTER
Knight Ridder Newspepers
Like many of us, I wept
Thursday when Terri Schiavo
died.
Not only for her. But for the
ugly spectacle of human be-
havior that attended these last
weeks of her life. It brought out
the worst in us:
In her parents, whose love de-
volved into a selfish neediness
that allowed their daughter's life
to be turned into a sideshow.
In politicians. who used her
deathbed to grandstand self-
righteously to advance their ca-
reers.
In militant demonstrators,
who looted this intimate tragedy
for their own profit.
And in the wrenching schism
, between religion and secular-
ism, which divides us so danger-
ously.
My sympathy for Schiavo's
parents is tempered by disdain
for their willingness to grossly
invade their daughter's privacy
to keep her "alive."
They may not have believed
their daughter preferred death
to being in a vegetative state. But
did they think she'd prefer to be
a pawn in a public showdown,
hervacant open-mouthed face
a staple on every news'show for
weeks?
Do they think she'd approve of
the way they demonized her hus-
band?
The Schindler family milked
their crisis in pursuit of public
support, claiming their daugh-
ter said and did things that were
medically impossible, inciting
emotions with a videotape that
distorted her condition.
The Schindlers embraced
right-wing radicals like Randall
Terry, the founder of Operation
Rescue, who indulged in typi-
cally inflammatory rhetoric.
And they waited too long to dis-
courage the hysterical extrem-
ists who demonstrated outside
Terri's Florida hospice.
I found it ironic Thursday
when Randall Terry appeared on
CNN and said the "shakedown"
from the case would endure for a
longtime. .
He meant to say "fallout."
But what he said accurately de-
scribed what he and other right-
wing religious agitators did: They
shook down the private drama to
advance their agenda.
And then there were the dem-
onstrators for the disabled. some
of whom flung themselves from
their wheelchairs in protest.
Their effort to equate the Terri
Schiavo case to committing eu-
thanasia on a handicapped per-
son was outright burlesque.
Most dangerous, of course.
was the way President Bush and
Congress pandered to the reli-
gious right in fashioning a law
that was unprecedented and
unconstitutional to save Terri
Schiavo - unimpeded by the
cowards in either party who
stayed out of it for fear of inciting
a public backlash.
There were, of course, people
and institutions who acted re-
sponsibly and with dignity.
Foremost was Michael
Schiavo, who didn't take the easy
road. He didn't capitulate to the
Schindlers' wish to keep Terri ar-
tificially alive so as to avoid the
vicious public enmity they incit-
ed, instead persevering in hon-
oring his wife's wishes.
Then there was the judiciary,
which did exactly what it was
supposed to: checked the power
of the other branches of govern-
ment. The courts' objective deci-
sions enabled the rule of law to
prevail and stemmed an attempt
to turn this country into a theoc-
racy. '
And some good may even come
out of Congress' actions. Most of
us recognized the danger of the
government interfering in such a
private matter - which may help
swing the pendulum from the far
right to a saner middle ground.
But. for the most part. the Terri
Schiavo case was a sad example
of people behaVing badly.
She may finally be at peace.
_God help the rest of us.
ABOUT THE WRITER
Jill Porter is a columnist for
the Philadelphia Dally News.
Readers may write to her at the
Daily News, 400 North Broad
Street, Philadelphia. Pa, 19130. or
viae-maUatporterj@phillynews.
com.
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Abetter'
filibuster
tactic
KRT NEWS SERVICE
The following editorial ap-
peared in the Chicago Tribune
on Friday, April 1:
The battle between President
Bush and Senate Democrats
over his judicial nominations
is approaching a climactic mo-
ment. Recently, the Senate
Iudlclary Committee approved
the nomination of William G.
Myers III to the 9th U.S.Circuit
Court ofAppeals. But in the last
session of Congress, Democrats
used the threat of a filibuster to
prevent a floor vote on Myers,
andthey are expected to do so
again this time. .
In that case, Republicans
have warned, they may take
the drastic step of changing
the rules to abolish the use of
filibusters for judicial appoint -
ments -what Democrats call the
"nuclear option." Democrats
say they would retaliate by us-
ing every parliamentary means
to block Senate action on all but
the most urgent business.
The threat of a filibuster al-
lows the minority to trump
the majority. To overcome it,
Republicans' have to round
up 60 votes to cut off debate,
which, with 55 senators, they
can't always do.
The GOP's resentment is jus-
tified: The reason Democrats
refused to allow a vote on 10of
Bush's first-term judicial selec-
tions is that they would have
lost. Amajority of senators oer-
tainly would have voted to con-
firm.
If Senate Democrats think
these nominees are unqualified
or dangerous, they should make
that case to their colleagues and
the American people. Instead,
they've managed to get their
way without justifying it.
It's frustrating to see an obsti-
nate minority thwart the will of
-the Senate - and by implication,
the will of the people - to con-
firm judges. But cutting back
this long-prized Senate proce-
dure would be a serious mls- I
take, removing a valuable check
on the power of tomorrow's
majority as well as today's, It
would also expand the power
of the president. Neither would
be a healthy change for the long
run.
If the filibuster is scrapped for
a fight over judges, how long will
it be until it is junked entirely,
leaving the Senate vulnerable
to any transient surge of senti-
-ment? Someday, Republicans
will be in the minority again,
and they'll need to filibuster
to prevent the Democrats from
running roughshod over them.
Republicans say this ac-,
tion is needed because the use
_of the filibuster to block ju-
dicial nominees, as distinct
from legislation, is unprec-
edented. There is some truth
to that - though Republicans
like to forget they deployed it
in 1968when President Lyndon
Johnson nominated Abe Fortas
to be chief justice of the United
States.
Republicans are on far shak-
ier ground when they say that
the Constitution doesn't mere-
ly allow the Senate to vote on
judicial appointments but re-
quires it to vote on each one.
That's a creative reading of the
Constitution. And it doesn't
square with the GOP's read-
ing of the "advice and con-
sent" clause when Bill Clinton
was president. Back then, they
used their dominance of the
Judiciary Committee to deny
some nominees a vote or even
a hearing.
There is a better, if slow-
er, option available to Senate
Republicans: Make sure the
American people know exactly
what the Democrats, are do-
ing, and make them pay in the
next election. Bush's bold de-
pioyment of this issue helped
Republicans gain control of the
Senate In 2002 and to increase
their majority in 2004.
In the 2006 election, conser-
vative columnist George Will
points out, five Democratic
Senate seats will be up for grabs
in states that Bush carried last
year. If the Democrats insist on
refusing to allow votes on Bush's
nominees, their obstructionism
can be thrust in their faces on
the campaign trail - and could'
even cost them the votes they'll
need to sustain the filibuster
threat.
Before they wield that threat
again, Democrats might want
to ponder that alarming possi-
bility. And before Republicans
break with a long-standing
Senate tradition for, a short-
term gain, they might .want to
40 the same. - .
Bush's big kid mealfor the second term
Meal Problems. His Big Kid Meal
second term project is overhaul-
ing America's crutched and hob-
bled Social Security program.
He wants to make available
a third of most people's Social
this as a major problem for two
reasons; Number one ... too much
borrowed money is needed for
transition costs and for personal
investments. Number two ...those
in need of guaranteed benefits
10years of the new program, ac-
cording to the Center on Budget
and Polley Priorities, the govern-
ment will borrow $1.3 trilllon- to
make up for wage taxes no lon-
ger available to pay social secu-
rity benefits. (This assumes two
thirds of eligible workers opt to
create an account.I Over the first
20 years the bag gets as heavy as
$4.5 trillion in borrowed funds.
Besides the debt issue, anoth-
er foreseeable' problem is that
America's backbone (blue col-
lared Americans) will lose money
they desperately need. It's not a
coincidence that middle and up-
per class people invest their as-
sets in the stock market and have
more experience with private in-
vesting than normal, blue-col-
lared folk. Usually, those in need
are the ones who the community
should cater to. So where's the
logic in setting them up for failure
in an arena where they're the vis-
itingteam?
President Bush isn't crazy to
BY ZRCH UHLMRNN
ColumOist
George Bush's Social Security
revamping proposal Is funda-
mentally stupid for obvious rea-
sons. Social Security is consid-
ered America's most successful
government program. It's like the
American Constitution; structur--
(illy sound with the ability to take
01) new forms as the country trav-
els through progressive changes
and trying times. Bush's State
of the Union pre-emptive Social
Security strike has a trajectory of
failure.
In recent weeks President Bush
has been touring the country
pitching his Social Security re-
form plan announced at The State
of the Union Address. Since his
first term, Bush's appetite for do-
mestic affairs has swelled up like
puffy marshmallows. He no lon-
ger is content to peck at America's
Happy Meal problems, he wants
to gobble up American Big Kid
ually, those in need are the ones
who the community should cater
to. Sowhere's the logic in setting
them up for failure in an arena
______w herethey're the visiting t~am, ;
will suffer.
America is already burdened
by debt as heavy as a burlap sack
stuffed with lead, yet the suc-
cess of this new proposal is based
on borrowing more money and
stacking up ~ore debt. In the first
Security money for private invest-
ments. The way it works is that
Social Security recipients under
the age of 55would be able to take
a decent chunk of their wage tax-
es and relocate that chunk into a
private investment account. I see
$
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think social security is a tangled,
clumped-up mess, but he needs a
better solution. According to the
Social Security Administration,
the program still has 27 years of
potency before the well runs dry,
so he should take a deep breathe,
relax and spend some quality time
with some quality minds devising
a better solution for our shrinking
retirement funds. If it were up to,
me, I wouldn't want a president
with his track record controlling
the fate of my retirement fund-I
don't even want him fine tuning
it.
The good news is that he won't
draw the support needed to pass
a bill that overhauls an American
legacy like social security. The.
even better news is that the Big
Kid Meal comes with Freedom
Fries not pretzels, so he'll be safe
for now. Unfortunately, I fear an
old fashioned American Heimlich
might be underway if George W.
bites off more than he can swal-
low, if you know what I mean.
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TODRY ['in]
11a.m. - 1 p.m. on the REG patio.
Cycle Learning Center. The Outdoor Program is conducting a drop-
in clinic on how to fix your bicycle. Every Thursday for the rest ofthe
term. Mechanics will be on-site to teach problem solving and minor
adjustments, and to help identify larger problems. One note: you can't
drop off your bike. The clinic is interactive, and it's free!
5:30 -10:30 p.m. at various venues in downtown Boise.
Gene Harris Jazz Festival: "Club Night." Performances by Lavay
Smith, Luther Hughes and the Cannonball-Coltrane Project, The
New Stories Trio, Charles McPherson, Tri-Fi, Eleven Eyes, Free
Radicals, Interplay, Ned Evett, Frim Fram Four, The Paul Tillotson
Trio, Billy Mitchell with Cherie Buckner, and Boise State Vocal Jazz.
Performances at The Big Easy is free to students who pick up a ticket at
the info desk in the SUB. Discounted student tickets are available for
all venues. For full schedule, visit www.GeneHarris.org.
FRIDRY ('i/B]
7 p.m, at the Bank of America Centre.
Gene Harris Jazz Festival: "Sirigln' & Swingin',' Curtis Stigers, Annie
Sellick, Charles McPherson, and the Boise State Big Band will perform.
Tickets are $22 or·$44 depending on the scale of theseats. Students
can pick up tickets for only $6 plus a Select-a-Seat fee' at the info desk
in the SUB. Tickets purchased at the SUB are good for both Friday and
. Saturday night concerts.
SRTURDRY ('i/9]
Above: Exies front man Scott Stevens performs Monday night at the Big Easy Concert House. Below: Stevens and drummer
Dennis Wolle goo! off Monday afternoon outside the venue belore their show.
7 p.rn. at the Bank of America Centre.
Gene Harris Jazz Festival: "Gene's Jazz Party." The Ramsey Lewis
Trio, Riverside Jazz Orchestra, and Boise State Vocal Jazz will perform.
Tickets are $25 or $47 depending on the scale of the seats. Students
can pick up tickets for only $6 plus a Select-a-Seat fee at the info desk
in the SUB. Tickets purchased at the SUB are good for both Friday and
Saturday night concerts.
hit 19 E
nee-medium rock for nostalqic tunes
7:30 p.m. at the Idaho Center
Sting in concert. Tickets are $32.75, $42.25, and $62.25.
SUNDRY (ii/to]
2 p.m. in the SUB's Jordan Ballroom
Gene Harris Jazz Festival: "Gospel Sunday." A rousing afternoon of
great gospel music featuring Cherie Buckner and the Festival Gospel
Choir. The concert is free. Seating will be on a first-come, first-serve
, basis.
.50,anyway.
'BY TRRUIS ESTUDLD
[ulture tctumrnst
Here's why my April stinks.
We're a month out from finals and
Ialready feel like I'm going to col-
lapse from all my responsibilities.
And holy hell, I'm not even gradu-
ating until next spring!
Ican't really complain. I've had
a ton offun this year, but when
am Igoing to get five free minutes
without something to do or some
place to be. IfItry to sleep in now,
Iget a phone call.
-Where are you?
-I'm in bed.
-You shouldn't be!
-Have you tried functioning on
three hours of sleep?
, -Dude, I didn't even go to bed
last night.
-Okay, I'llbe up in a sec.
-Drink lots of coffee!
-I don't drink coffee.
-Whatever.
-Yeah. I'm going back to bed.
-You can'tl
-I was joking.
-Not funny.
(In actuality, this conversation
occurs only in my head AFTER I
get off the phone. The person at
the other end of the line was from
work: "You're late for the meeting.
Get here. Buh-bye! ")
I ponder skipping class every-
day, but the subject material that
I miss would doom me. I take
naps in the afternoon when I can,
but I either get 10 minutes in and
someone's knocking on the door
or my dog is barking, or both, or
Isleep for two hours, get nothing
done the rest of the evening, then
lin up all night, the world becom-
ing a blur the next day like Ed
Norton's character at the begin-
ning of "Fight Club."
To compound my problem, us-
ingwhatlittle leeway I seem to still
have on getting my homework ac-
complished,I have reinvented the
.fine art ,of ,procrastination~ No,
there is nothing quite.like a paper
.that isflnlshed five minutes' be-
fore class starts. (Really, there's
nmn BY ruCllAE 5WANDECK/TIIC AI1B1TEB
DRN MCNEESE
[ulture UJrlter
airwaves, The Exies played to a
large crowd dominated by high
school kids who sported school
logos and new t-shirts from the
mall.
With the pre-show house music
of Nirvana, the band was set-up
by their early nineties influences.
A cross between the Seattle grun-
ge band and Stone Temple Pilots,
The Exies emulated Mudhoney
and the hard rock sound of a de-
cade ago. 'Being 2005, the sound
was a bit watered down for the
moshing vibe to take place. Fewof
the fan base danced to the music,
and many kept their feet planted
and only moved their shoulders.
Frontman Scott Stevens' per-
sona was that of Cobain with the
vocal range of' Scott Weiland.
Flowing through a medium rock
performance, one couldn't help
but wonder how much bigger this
band would have been if they'd
came out at the height of the al-
ternative music scene.
Said' Stevens, "Basically we
don't like anything new, and 1like
STP. Their first album "Core" was
really good."
Loud and catchy, The Exies
played a better-sounding set than
their most recent record. Not to
be confused with the Pixies, The
Exies played the breed of crashing
distortion, not underground devi-
ance-pop.
Named after a John Lennon
phrase, the. band got their name
from Stevens' desire to be an ex-
istentialist. "Itwas my idea, it was
all my idea. 1 came up with the
name," Stevens said.
Playing live, the band came
across harder and more personal.
Amild smoker's voice mixed with
the on cue drumming of Dennis
Wolfe made the concert worth-
while. Seattle style guitar riffs and
glammetalattitude, the group was
more than a garage band. Though
that style could be recognized in
their sudden but short outburst of
jamming, The Exies played like a
hard rock Top 40 group in pursuit
for BSU students to swap shoes
with a vagrant for a night. "This
is their reality, Hopefully. if
somebody sleeps a nightin the
life of, it becomes more real,"
of larger recognition. It was great
music to head bang to, sans the
head bang-less crowd.
Itwasn't until they played their
radio-friendly hit "Ugly" that the
crowd broke out into energetic
movement.
Citing one of his expectations
for the crowd,Wolfe said, "I want
there to be violent love, love that
occurs between people in a mosh
pit, [who] exert violence against
each other."
Whether this happened was
up to interpretation, as waf the
Christian-esque song "Baptize
Me." While the band's demo-
graphic lays in the heart of middle
class suburbia and level-headed
church-going teens, the overall
output of the group was like that
of their predecessors. A slower
tempo song could have been con-
fusing for the audience, but The
Exies made it work and in an art-
ful way. Moreover, The Exies es-
tablished themselves as talented
musicians with the strength to
playa good set.
Being in the shadow of the
grunge limelight, few cliches ap-
ply to The Exies. What could be
considered satire or parody is dis-
missed due to their ability to play
live.
nothing quite like a paper that is
finished two weeks after it's due,
but only if you can still get full
credit for it.) ,
There are many strategies for
accomplishing last-minute works
of art - or crap - depending on
the level of sophistication of a
procrastinator. 1 prefer the daw-
dle-then-racing-heart method.
1 stare at a blank screen for a bit.
1 touch everything that's loose in
my room. I daydream. 1 ponder
scouring the garage for myoid
G.!. Ices and having some sort of
battle royale on the carpet in the
'living room for old-time's sake. 1 1Fr===================================================================================================i1l
wonder what my friends are do-
ing. 1 send off two or three text
messages and wait for responses.
All the while, 1 keep glancing at
the clock, as if it will magically
rewind itself to three days prior.
(Psssst. A secret. It never does.)
Then, after several hours of this,
1manage to feign surprise at the
fact that it's II p.rn. the night be-
fore a project is due.
But then, I buckle down. 1col-
lect a glass of water, finally turn
off the television, and select a
quiet mix oC songs on iTunes.
Sometimes, this makes me sleepy,
so I turn the tv back on and go to
sleep, promising myself I'll wake
up at 6 a.m. the following morn-
ing and really do the work. It never
pans out, but 1must be one hell of
. a liar if! keep buying this bologna
day after day. 1should be an actor!
(Except for that whole stage fright
thing. Nevermind.)
So, anyway, I tell you, despite
all .the possible setbacks, it's
times like these I've crapped out
some of the most winning strings
of words in the history of college
papers. One would never know I
had composed them on my laptop
on the 'yay to school. And if my .
professors become any the wiser,
I'll just tell them, "Ha.\ What are
you gonna do about it?" Just kid-
ding. I'll do what I normally do:
beg for a good grade and promise
it'll never happen again .
(They have no idea I'm an actor;
Don't tell, okay?)
VSB set to "shack up" in quad tomorrow afternoon
With it being the anniversary of
Kurt Cobain's death, it's good to
know his influence on American
pop culture is still prevalent. A
good example of this is the Los
Angeles-based quartet The Exies.
Though no source indicates drug
or shotgun usc, the quality of
this post-grunge band shined un
a murky April evening in down-
town Boise.
Now in their eighth year as a
modern hard rock foursome, the
band performed live at The Big
Easy Monday night. Currently
with two regular-play hits on the
After dinner, educational
workshops discussing poverty
and hunger will be staged. The
Friday afternoon the quad following morning, students
lawn will be transformed into will be encouraged to par-
a shanty town as Boise State ticipate in the VSB's monthly
students transform themselves Service Saturday from 8:45 a.m.
into tile homeless. to noon. Both breakfast and
"Shack City" is a homeless lunch will be provided, and tear
awareness event put on by down is scheduled for 1 p.m.
the Volunteer Services Board. that afternoon. Cash prizes will
Students will construct a city be awarded for construction of
on the quad out of cardboard, in the best shack.
hopes that living in indigence All construction materials
for the night will open the eyes will be provided, but all are
of participants and onlookers to welcome to bring their own
the issue clhomelessness in the supplemental supplies. All par-
world. ticipants are responsible for
Interested parties are en- bringing their own bedding and
couraged to sign up now at the warm clothes. Meals through-
info desk in the Student Union- out the event will be free for all
Building, or to contact the partakers.
Volunteer Services Board. Sign- Sarah Bednar, VSB's hunger
ups will also be allowed at the and homelessness issues coor-
event. dinator, encourages students
Construction kicks off at 4 to come out and- take part in
p.m. on Friday, April 8, where this fun and interesting af-
a late lunch will be served on fair, saying, "This event brings
the quad. Later in the evening, worldwide poverty issues to a.
dinner will be offered in the local level." She says Shack City
Student Union Building, near is "educational in the sense
the Brava Stage while an acous-. that people can learn how and
tic jazz band plays as part of ~~ ""hereto' get involved." ,It spe-
Gene Harris Jazz Festlval..'.' ; _ clflcallyacts as an opportunity
BY TRRUIS ESTUDLD
[ulture Editor
IlWSTRATIDN BY FRANCIS DELAFENA
I
-,
IBednar said.
For more Information, call
the Volunteer Services Board at
,426·4240. -
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food sales, a greater overall inter-
est in healthful foods and the in-
creasing demand for supermarket
convenience items.
At Hiller's market in West
Bloomfield, Mich., on a recent
Sunday afternoon, many of the
shoppers who stopped by the
Moo Moo's table to try samples
of Rastelli's cuisine weren't veg-
etarians themselves, they said,
but were shopping for vegetarian
foods because they had family
members, especially children in
their teens and20s, who were.
Several shoppers said they look
for vegetarian dishes because
they're trying to incorporate
more vegetables and whole grains
into their families' meals.
, And whether they ate meat-or
not, most said they're always on
the look out for quick and easy
This woman tells a
real-life veggie tale
by multinational conglomerates ened with roasted poblano pep-
to Moo Moo's ready-to-eat stir- pers, cilantro and chili spices,
fries and stuffed portobello caps, packaged with a small side of de-
made in small batches and sold in llcious lime - and cilantro - fla-
clear plastic boxes. vored yogurt sauce. Likeher other
Rastelli enjoys combining inter- entrees, it's priced at$5.49 at most
esting ingredients in unexpected stores.
ways and tries to have each dish THE DOGCONVINCEDHER
, Include a balance of nutrients for Like many younger vegetar-
, optimum digestion and nutrition. ians, RasteIli stopped eating meat
"When I design. my dishes, I'm when she was a child.
very conscious to be sure there Her best friend was a vegetari-
are complex carbohydrates, nu- an.she says, and she had a teacher
tritional fats and a mixture of' who was an animal rights activist,
proteins" suchas beans, legumes, but her turning point came when
tofu and nuts, she says. shewas 13or 14and her family got
Although she uses the word a dog.
organic in the company's name, "I just noticed how much feel-
only about 80 percent of her in- ing they have and how much of
gredients - mostly staples such everything they hold. I just put it
as grains, beans, tofu and pastas together, and I didn't want to eat
- are organic, she says. She's mak- meat anymore. I didn't want to
ingconneclionsnowwithorganlc think about an animal suffering.
Itwas a really easy decision," she
says.
She isn't judgmental about peo-
ple who make different choices,
though, and she understands why
many people don't like vegetarian
foods - or at least, why they think
they don't.
When she makes sales calls to
markets to try to sell her prod-
ucts' she says, "Alot of the people
I meet with are older and they're
men, and they haven't been ex-
posed to a lot of vegetarian cui-
sine. They think it's flavorless and
it's all tofu, but they try this and
they enjoy it."
Her first sale was .last August,
and "now I'm in 19 stores," she
says, sounding a little surprised
herself at how things have gone.
"I really didn't know what to
expect when' Ibegan," she says.
"1was always hoping for that res-
taurant, but now that I have this, I
actually have a lot more control of
my hours and what I can do."
Rastelli, whose childhood nick-
name was Moo Moo, thinks her
restaurant will develop with time.
But selling her food in supermar-
kets over such a wide area has al-
ready allowed her to reach many
more people than a small neigh-
borhood cafe would.
To the quiet, easy going young
cook, the important thing is that
she's doing what she loves. ','I'm
just happy being in the kitchen
and creating my own food," she
says.
PHaro BY PATRICIA BECIIJDETRDIT mEt PRESS
Michele Hastellt, 25, 01 Grosse Pointe develops a now recipe at her Moo Moo's
Organic Bistro In Grosse Pointe Park, Michigan.
dinner ideas.
"Convenience is definitely
important to me. I think most
women would say that:' said Eva
Hamburger, a vegetarian and the
mother of triplets. The availabil-
ity of good vegetarian foods in the
supermarket "has improved in
the last few years, because people
are more health conscious, but it
still has a way to go:' she said.
Food companies of every size
are hoping to fill that gap. Mintel
Consumer Intelligence, a national
research organization, estimates
that between 2002 and 2006, the
market for vegetarian foods will
nearly double from $1.5 billion to
$2.8 billion.
That includes everything from
frozen vegetarian burgers made
growers so that this summer she
can begin using fresh, local, in-
season organic produce as well.
In all, says Rastelli, she has de-
veloped about 100 recipes she
considers good enough for retail
sale, although she sends only six
or eight kinds of entrees at a time
to retail stores. Among the most
popular with customers, she says,
are her roasted sweet potato and
wild rice balls containing rose-
mary, oregano, walnuts and dried
cranberries, and her roasted ca-
shew stir-fry with whole wheat
linguine.
Another popular choice is the
poblano chick patties with cilan-
tro-lime tzatziki.jwo textural
patties of mashed and chopped
chick peas and brown rice, enliv-
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BY SYlUIR RECTDR
Knight Ridder Newspapers
DETROIT~All Michele Rastelli
planned to do was open a vege-,
tarian restaurant, "my own little
place:' she says, where she could
serve the kind of creative cuisine
she had encountered while trav-
eling and working out West after
highschool.
She worked on her recipes on
weekends while attending Wayne
State University, majoring first in
nutrition and then in fine arts.
"I would always stay home and
go to the produce market and get
different things and see what I
could do with them:' she recalls.
"For a good two years, I would sit
at home and cook and create new
dishes." But When she turned her
attention to launching the busi-
ness, reality hit.
"I realized how large the mar-
keting aspect ofa restaurant is,
ho~ important it is to get your
name out there:' and how expen-
sive it is to do so. Itwas more mon-
ey than she had but, rather than
abandon her dream, she turned it
in a different direction.
"I had an idea that maybe I
could sell my food to stores be-
cause sometimes I want some-
thing quick to eat, but I want
something healthy, too:' Rastelli
says.
Atthe time, the decision felt like
a detour but in retrospect, it may
have been a shortcut to success
for the 25-year-old entrepreneur.
Less than eight months af-
ter launching her Moo Moo's
Organic Bistro line of refrigerated,
ready-to-eat vegetarian entrees,
Rastelli's foods are in 19specialty
markets in metro Detroit and Ann
Arbor, Mich., selling so well she is
able to pay two full-time employ-
ees to help her cook and make de-
liveries. In January, she even add-
ed some seating at the front coun-
ter of her Grosse pointe Park com-
mercial kitchen, the start of the
cozy restaurant she still wants.
THE VEGETARIANNICHE IS
GROWING
The real challenge for small
businesses like' Moo Moo's,
though, isn't getting started but
surviving and continuing to grow.
Working in Rastelli's favor are sev-
eral important consumer trends:
the strong growth in vegetarian-
1·
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reckless like it says. I grew up with
a pretty wild father - did my first
jump when Iwas 10because I just
wanted to live up to the name.
"I don't have a death wish, but
if I die, I don't want it to be from
liver disease."
Knievel will have close to 10
chances to tempt fate this year,
most of them on "Knievel's Wild
Ride."
Jane Austen must be twirling in
her grave.
BY JERN PRESCOTT
Knight Ridder Newspepers
Thrnyourback[orafewmonths,
and squatters - notably the Gotti
family and "Dog the Bounty
Hunter" - move into the cable-
network home of Jane Austen's re-
luctant lovers Elizabeth Bennett
and Mr. Darcy, ,
Bye-bye costume dramas, hello
reality TV.
. Joining those interlopers
Tuesday on A&E is a new series
that would be ora kind with its
predecessors if it weren't for the
enigmatic star of the show, sec-
ond-generation daredevil Robbie
Knievel.
Yes, son of Evel, leaper of cars,
canyons and such. He smiles
broadly, laughs easily and seems
to thrive on the attention brought
his way by "Knievel's Wild Ride"
00 p.m, ETThesdays on A&E).
"Yeah, they just follow us
around," he said by phone from
a hotel room somewhere in
Manhattan last week. "We don't
do anything special for them.
They want this to be real, and it is
real, ifyou saw it.
"There's a lot ofbleeping,'
Indeed, the unscripted conver-
sations, one in particular after a
biker bar scrap, are nothing if not
long strings of bleeps.
It's all part of the panoply, a
pageant that stretches all the way
back to the gladiators, Knievel
says, "Men needing to prove them-
selves. The cowboys in the old
West, too. It's all part of the same
thing," and he can't imagine do-
ing anything else. "I've had those
hard-labor jobs. No thanks."
He laughs, then sobers at the
thought of his dad, from whom he
has been estranged but recently
reconciled: "I look at him sitting
on his bus before an appearance.
He's in pain, he's doing oxygen
(the elder Knievel has a debilitat-
ing lung disease), and I ask him,
Son'tD~'KFlletJel:Rootfne's[bleeJlllflg]
reality now an AsE TU show
345-0990
1030 Broadway near BSU
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Daredevil Robbie l'inlevells the latest to gel a reallty show with 'l'inlevel's Wild Ride' on A&E,
'Dad, why do you keep doing this
to yourself?' He says he just loves
his fans."
It's not about the mechanics
or the engineering or even the
achievement, theyounger (he's40-
something) Knievel says: "They
talk about technology today, but
things can still gowrong. Youcan
still black out from G-forces, and
it only takes a few seconds. No, it's
about the people, and the more
the better. I like it when it looks
like an ocean of heads. It makes it
easier to perform.
"My little girl . (la-year-old
Krysten Knievel; you meet her in
episode two) has got a taste of it,
and she's hooked, too," but not on
speed and danger. She sings - the
National Anthem at her dad's per-
formances.
Knievel says people always
ask him if he considers himself
a daredevil, "So I finally looked
it up, and I guess I am bold and
Actor cruises the country in.
an RV to talk up action film
McConaughey, although he says
the romance didn't really heat up
until the film was in post-produc-
tion.
He had to know, he says, wheth-
er the Spanish actress would be
able to embrace the RV culture
the way he has. The answer, he
says, should be obvious.
"I mean, what's not to love," he
says, waving at the trailer parked
in front of the theater. (He had
taken temporary refuge inside the
theater complex to do his inter-
views, but moviegoers and the cu-
rious, having heard he was there,
crowded around the Airstream.)
"Don't get me wrong, I appreci-
ate a night in a $500 hotel room
as much as anybody, but we got a
pretty good set up here.
"Actors are nomads anyway.
I'm just a little more nomadic
than most. I've been on the road
pretty consistently since I was 15.
I'm like Willie Nelson. I'm happi-
est when I'm in motion."
McConaughey, who also made
attention-getting stops at the
Daytona 500 and at CNN head-
quarters in Atlanta, hopes his RV
adventure helps "Sahara" find an
audience; he'd like to do a couple
more Dirk Pitt movies if it does.
Butifnot, he says, the studio got
a bargain: "It costs them a hell of
a lot less for me to do the driving'
than to being hopping around on
airplanes and running up mini-
bar tabs in hotels."
And he's had yet another adven-
ture. He can spin stories about the
places he's been and the people
he's met - including a 17-year-old
heading to Iraq and an aO-year-
old at one RV park who had no
idea who he was or why he would
defile his RVwith all that adver-
tising, but liked him anyway.
"I love telling stories, as you've
probably already figured out. I
figure that's a fairly good thing in
my line ofwork."
7 (as
a legendary lost Civil War iron-
clad rumored to have been carry-
ing gold, Dirk not only digs up the
DETROIT - In his gimme cap, ship - in the desert, no less - but
aviator sunglasses and military the truth behind a mysterious
jacket, along with a couple of waterborne virus that is killing
shave-skipping days of stubble African villagers by the hundreds
on his face, he looks like a lot of and could quickly spread to the
guys on extended vacation, pilot- United States. Cruz plays a World
ing his RVthrough the South and Health Organization disease spe-
Midwest, destination debatable. cialist looking for the origin of the
His is not, however, an anony- virus, which, it happens, is getting
mous Airstream. While its in- some human help from a dictator
nards are pretty interchangeable and a European industrialist.
with other high-end homes-on- But Paramount executives, says
the-road, the exterior has been McConaughey, didn't know quite
turned into a gaudy advertise- what to think when he volun-
ment for an action movie called teered to take "Sahara" to the peo-
"Sahara." And when the cornmut- pie - especially the people in be-
ers pull alongside to get a better tween New York and Los Angeles.
look, they get a tip 0' the cap from Having become what he calls a
the driver, who - no, it couldn't "RVlifer" eight years ago, the ac-
be. Really, is it? tor suggested driving around the
"That's the most common re- country to talk not just to press,
action, sure," says Matthew but to potential moviegoers.
McConaughey, who had already "It was so out of the box, they
logged 3,400 miles before steer- had to get their heads around it,"
ing the beast into the parking lot says McConaughey, "but once
of the Star Southfield theaters last they did, they got it. And it's been
month. "They'll point at that pic- a blast. We drive a few hundred
ture of me on the side, and then miles - the longest stretch we
at me to get some confirmation. did, I think, was about 11 hours
And I'll nod, or, ifwe're going slow - then we pull into an RVcamp,
enough, I'llroll down the window get cleaned up, and then put the
and shoot the breeze a little bit. barbecue grill out and start cook-
"Sometimes they want to know ing rib eyes. .
if Penelope's in here, too, since "Pretty soon, we got ourselves a
her picture's painted on there. party. Then I'll go over to a movie
They're disappointed when I say theater, or a military base, and
no." introduce the film, answer some
Penelope Cruz is . questions. Tell a few stories and
McConaughey's costar in lies. People really seem to enjoy
"Sahara," which is based on one it."
of a series of best-sellers by Clive McConaughey's journey ended
Cussler. The books chronicle the March 22at the BeverlyHills' Four
treasure-hunting exploits of Dirk Seasons, where the actor caused
Pitt, who, with his partner AI no small amount of commotion
Giordino (played in the film by by pulling up in front of the ho-
Steve Zahn) , works for Admiral tel, hauling out the charcoal grill
James Sandecker (William H. ("No gas, ever," he says) and firing
Macy). Sandecker is the head of up some rib eyes. There he was re-
the National Underwater and united with Cruz, who began her
Marine Agency. work on "Sahara" as the girlfriend
Sent to West Africa in search of of Tom Cruise, and ended it with-
i~YdeIlCin!!~!::.m
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BY TERRY LAWSON
Kmght Ridder Newspepers
fight scenes - feel incomplete
and rushed, while precious time
is wasted on obtuse flashback se-
quences and out-of-place jibber-
jabber. Elektra (Jennifer Garner)
has enemies, but we're not en-
tirely sure why. She meets a girl
with a special gift (Kirsten Prout),
and she goes on to steal half the
film's focus for no real reason.
Elektra also falls for the girl's fa-
ther (Goran Visnjic), even though
this, too, really comes out of and
goes nowhere. Underdeveloped
villains appear, half-fights ensue
and who the heck knows what it
all means. There's at least three
movies packed into "Elektra," and
all of them are malnourished.
Extras: Four-part "Inside the
Editing Room" feature, "making-
of" feature, Comic-Con presenta-
tion with Garner. .
it happens. The third film, shot
during Hollywood's short-lived
love affair with 3-D horror films,
is a cross between a retread and
a collection of outtakes. This
collection is best enjoyed by cu-
rious and nostalgic fans of the
Amityville Horror legend, since
the films have not aged terribly
well. If you fall In that category,
you'll appreciate the fourth disc,
which includes two nice History
Channel features on the trilogy's
roots in truth as well as a look at
the making of the remake.
Original film extras:
Commentary with parapsychol-
ogy expert Dr. Hans Holzer, be-
hind-the-scenes documentary,
radio/promo spots, new transfer.
"Texas Hold 'Em: The Winning
Strategy" (NR,Goldhil DVD)
"Blackjack With Hit Card,
Slots, Craps Winning Strategies"
(NR,Goldhil DVD)
It's only gambling if you don't
know what you're doing. If you
play any of these games and
don't feel like reading a book to
refine your game, these discs are
a nice investment. "Hold 'Em,"
hosted by poker's mad profes-
sor, Mike Cam, delves into every-
thing from basic odds to reading
bluffs to how to find a soft (read:
profitable) game. The other disc,
hosted by lames Colburn, focuses
more on each games' odds - luck
of the draw plays a larger role here
than it does in Hold 'em - but also
offers such tips as when to play
(and avoid) a slot, how to man-
age your chips effectively. and
when to pounce on a bet. Neither
disc alone will make you rich, but
that's not for lack of trying.
"Hold 'Em" extras: Internet
and video poker tip segments,
Weblinks; cheat sheet insert.
"Blackjack" extra: Photo gal-
.lery, Blackjack hit card insert.
"Hustle" (NR,ESPN)
Tom Sizemore does his best
Pete Rose imitation in "Hustle,"
which chronicles the three-year
period of Rose's life that cuimi-
nated with his banishment from
baseball. You get the sense that
Rose was an interesting guy to be
around, but the TV movie treat-
ment of his downfall is pretty
bland. "Hustle" is mostly a collec-
tion of talking heads scenes - ref-
erences to his baseball career are
extremely limited, squeezed out
by useless portrayals of his rocky
marriage, for one thing. You're
made to understand just how bad-
ly Rose used the people in his life,
but who can feel sorry for sleazy
hangers-on like
these?
Extras:
Interviews with
Paul Ianszen,
John Dowd,
TommyGioiosa,
and Rose;Rose's
"Primetime
Live" segment
from 2004; Bart
Giamatti's 1989
press confer-
ence.
"Elektra"
(PG-l3, Fox,
April 5)
Whoa boy.
Where to be-
gin? "Elektra,"
based on the
Frank Miller comic book charac-
ter and ill-fated "Daredevil" side-
kick, suffers from pretty much
every problem in the manual.
Important scenes - particularly
and self-aware, and there's no de-
nyingthe star power (Q-Tip, Slick
Rick, Pharrell Williams, Kanye
West, Beyonce, Missy Elliott, and
tons more).
Extras: "Encore" music video,
30-minute behind-the-scenes
feature, deleted scene.
"Batman and Robin: The
Complete 1949 Movie Serial
Collection" (NR,Sony Pictures)
Before there were six TVsets in
every home,
people had
to go to the
theater to
see a good
serial. This
collection of
"Batman and
Robin" seri-
als probably
packed them
in. The prem-
ise - a mad
villain who
can control
any moving
vehicle via re-
mote control
- is a riot. And
the cliffhang-
er endings keep you engaged, even
if you know Batman and Robin
will be fine three minutes into the
next episode. "Collection" makes
even the campy Adam WestlBurt
Ward series look thoroughly con-
temporary by comparison: You
don't get a "Thwack!!" every time
Batman bonks somebody, but
BY BILLY O'KEEFE
Knight Rldder/Trlbune HellS Ssrulce
"Sideways" (R,Fox,AprilS)
Despite what you may have
heard, It's not about the wine.
The red stuff is merely a prop as
a groom-to-be (Thomas Haden
Church as midlife crisis poster
boy, Jack) and his best man (Paul
Giamattl as aspiring author and
professional failure, Miles) take
a trip to wine
country one
week before 'the
big wedding.
Calamities and
life-chang-
ing decisions
ensue, but
"Sideways" Is
more than sim-
ply the sum
of some .very
funny and ri-
diculous parts.
It's an honest,
t ho u g htf u l ,
sometimes ugly
depiction of
time marching
on .that some-
how comes
full circle, despite drawing a big
squiggly line to get there. The
buzz Is definitely justified.
Extra: Commentary with
Church and Giamatti, deleted
scenes, behind-the-scenes fea-
ture, trailer.
"Zero pay" (NR, Home Vision
Entertainment, AprilS)
"Zero Day" is both a fictional
sequel of sorts to Columbine and
a re-Imagination of it. The poten-
tial for disaster looms from all di-
rections. Will it be exploitative?
If not, will it get the hokey TV
movie treatment? How preachy
is this thing going to be, and will
would-be shooters Andre and'
Cal (Andre Keuck and Calvin
Robertson) amount to anything
more than two-dimensional ste-
reotypes? Serious questions, but
"Zero Day" answers them all with
impressive restraint. The entire
film is presented via home mov-
ies (and, later, security camera
footage and 911 calls), and while
Andre and Cal aren't exactly sym-
pathetic heroes, they come off as
very rounded guys who love their
families. You'd swear they were
good kids - were it not for the last
15minutes of the film, which are
as chilling as any in any film.
Extras: Commentary with
Keuck and Director Ben Coccia,
outtakes, screen tests, home mov-
ie footage, storyboards, photo gal-
lery, liner notes essay.
"Dirty War" (NR,HBO,Apr, 5)
"DlrtyWar" is a film in the "24"
and "MI-5" vein: Terrorists are in
London cooking up something
ugly - in this case, a dirty bomb
.; and the race Is on to stop it. No
spoilers will be given here, but if
you're already worried that our
governments are unprepared for
future attacks on Western soil,
the blubbering bureaucrats in
"War" will provide about as much
in the way of comfort as a bag of
frozen peas upside the head. That
said, if you enjoy the aforemen-
tioned shows, you'll like this, too.
It's a shame that it's only a movie
instead of part of something larg-
er. The concept, and many of the
characters, could have benefited
from extra time, and the climax,
effective asit is, still sort of sneaks
up on you.
Extra: Director/writer com-
mentary.
"Jay-Z In Fade to Black" (R,
Paramount Classics, Apr. 5)
Jay_Zhasmadealiaroutof"Fade
to Black,"which purports to bring
us behind the scenes of his fare-
well tour and album. It doesn't,
but how was it supposed to know,
even ifwe all did, that Jay-Zwould
unretire about 10 minutes after
he retired? Oh well. Ifyou can live
in the moment, it doesn't mat-
ter much. "Fade to Black" doesn't .
look very deeply into jay-Z's soul
_ 75 percent of the film is straight
concert footage, the rest is engag-
ing but limited studio and back-
stage footage, and 'the most in-
,triguing scene is the deleted one':'
but it's surprisingly engaging and
a no-brainer If you're, a fan. Jay-Z
comes off as surprisingly shrewd
IThe SeDsible Environmentalist I
these materials.
Second, much of the tand that's
used to grow trees could just as
easily be cleared for farming or
housing. Less demand for wood
means less incentive to sustain
vast forested areas, especially in
developing countries.
There's a common mispercep-
tJon that per capita consumption
of energy and resources is directly
related to negative environmental
impact. We're told that, because
the average North American con-
sumes 80 times as much as the
average Bangledeshi, we cause 80
times the damage. But all one'
need do is travel to Bangladesh to
see the impact of poverty on the
environment. Foresta are stripped
bare for subsistence farming,
rivers are fouled for lack of
sewage treatment, and wildlife is
severely reduced through poach-
ing. These people need more
resources, not less.
It's ironic that so many envi-
ronmental groups promote re-
duced weod censumption. As a
sensible environmentalist, I be-
lieve we should be planting more
trees end using JllOrA wood-s-the
world's most renewable resource-
while building upon and sharing
everything we've learned about
forest sustainability.
Dr. Pal rick Moore ho« been a
leader of the 'environmenial move·
ment for more than 30 years. A co-
founder of Greenpeace.he holds a
PhD in ecology and a BSc in forest
biology. Question .• can be sent 10
1'0 Irick@S"nsibleEIII'iro/lmenlal
iei.com.
(NAPS}-DEAR DIL MOORE:
You often say that trees are the
answer. What is the question?
I think trees are the answer to
a lot of questions about our future,
including:
• How can we
advance to a more
sustainable econ-
omy based on reo
newable fuels and
materials?
• How can we
red uce the amount--::::.::==-- of greenhouse gases
in the atmosphere?
• How can developing coun-
tries reverse deforestation and do
more to protect the environment?
The answer is, by using more
wood-both as a substitute for
non-renewable materials and as
paper products for printing, pack-
aging and sanitation-and, as a
result, providing an economic
incentive for countries around the
world to grow more trees.
'On the surface, it may seem
logical that we can 'save" forests
by l'eJucinii wood consumption.
But there arc problems with this
approach.
First, even if people stop using
wood for fuel or building materi-
als, they'll still need warmth, food
and shelter, All. thc likely substi-
tutcs-including steel, concrete,
plastics and' fossil fuels-are non-
renewablo and result in higher
emissions of greenhouse gases.
Reducing wood consumption auto-
matically means using more of
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you do get costumes that look like
they were purchased at a dollar
store around Halloween. It only
adds to the enjoyment, though.
'The set includes 15 serials (to-
taling around four hours and 20
minutes).
"Reform School Girl" (R, 1994,
Dimension, AprilS)
A good
girl (Aimee
Graham)
ends up at
, the (where
else) wrong
place at the
(wait for it)
wrong time,
and she's
sentenced to
think about
her bad for-
tune forayear
at a cagey re-
form school
for girls. Yes,
it's one of
those mov-
ies. "Reform
School Girl" is actually pretty G-
rated by "women in prison" movie
standards - it was originally a TV
movie, after all - but it gets a 10
for cheesy line delivery and simi-
larly high marks for lack of focus.
It's not necessarily a bad film, but
it's way too scattered to be con-
sidered good. On the plus side,
you get to see Matt LeBlanc right
before he forever became known
as Joey.No extras.
"The Amityville Horror
Collection" (PG-R, 1979·83!
MGM,AprilS)
The remake is on its way to the-
aters, so it's cash-in time for the
original trio of films, whether
they deserve it or not. The origi-
nal "Amityville Horror" is atypi-
cal '70s horror film: Iowan gore,
high on campy acting and me-
ticulously-timed thunderclaps.
The second film - a prequel - is
just a freak show: Youknow what
the family has coming, and you're
kinda happy about it by the time
••
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BrOIlco gymnasts Iready .tn compete with
the top teams .i,nthe west this· weeKend..
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8th place
-'Sandmire. The Brohcos are 'solid com-
petitors on floor and on va~lt. On bars
and beam the Broncos have strug-'
gled but things 'are' coming together,
Sandmlre said. ,.
Last week the Broncos practiced as
they normally would before any reg-
ular season' meet: Monday through
Wednesuuy the !lirls practiced hard ..
Thursday the practice was easy and on
Friday just to stay in the groove ofweek-
ly competitions, the team held an inner
squad meet, said Sandmire.
The key is.to keep the confidence lev-
els up and the team has been mainly
focused on doing just that said Ward.
The most intimidating aspect about
competing at reglonals Is knowing that
you are going up against last years win-
ner and this years no. 2 UCLA...the
drive heading Into reglonals stems from
wanting to be just as good If not better
than them, said Ward.
The meet wll1 kick off Saturday at
the University ofWashington at 5 p.m,
Pacific time. Sandmire said more than
likelyUCLAwill have a live feed on their
official athletic website, but It wll1 be
highlighting their performances, but
the scores wll1be available as they are
determined.
For the seven seniors, there is no bet-
ter time. than now to prolong their col-
lege careers. Ward, Sandmire and the
rest of the team want nothing more
than for their sisters, to end the season
on a high note. The only other high note
there is besides making it to nationals is
winning nationals; In other words, now
is the time to peak and now is the time
to go all out.
BY RMBER FUGER
Sports Writer
The 2004-2005 Boise State gymnas-
tics team wll1land in Seattle today for
the NCAAWestRegional Championship
meet. The 24lh ranked University of
Washington wll1play host to the meet
and will share the floor with no. 2
UCLA,no. 11Penn State, no. 14Central
Michigan, no. 30 Stanford and the no.
34Broncos.
The stakes are high and the com-
petition fierce as the Broncos make
their 19lh straight appearance at the
regional meet. In 2004 the Broncos fin-
ished fourth, but Lindsay Ward, as a
freshman, qualified Individually as an
all-around competitor for the NCAA
National Championship. Ward fin-
ished second as a non-team qualifying
all-around competitor and this year
she heads into the competition as the
Western Gymnastic Conference all-
around champ and the WGCGymnast
of the Year.
Teammate's seniors Carla Chambers
and Lindsey Thomas are expected to
be competing in the all-around this
year. The main focus of the team is to
hit every event and qualify as a team for
nationals, but individual qualifications
are also part of the goal.
Head coach Sam Sandmlre is proud
of the team's progress and is very con-
fident that the ambition of the team
wll1 provide the drive needed for a
strong showing and solid performances
Saturday.
"We need to hit from top to bot-
tom and we can't count any falls," said
Senior Jenny Judd shot a four-over par 76 on
'fuesday in the final round of the Utah-Dixie
Classic to finish fourth, four strokes behind in-
dividual champion RachelNewren ofBYU.Judd
paced Boise State to an 18-hole score of 323 on
Tuesday as the Broncos finished eighth in the
36-hole tournament with a 655.
Judd finished with a 153 after posting a five
over par 77 on Monday, the second best score
of the day, which was shortened 18holes after
poor weather. Sophomore Katie Street tied for
32nd with a 164after shooting rounds of 81 on
Tuesday and 83on Monday.
Sophomore Charlotte McGinnis tied for 44th
with a 167after posting rounds of 82 today and
85 yesterday. Senior Jennifer Hedberg' tied for
55th with a 172after carding rounds of 88 and
84 the last two days. Junior AshleyHogg tied for
66th with a 178after finishing with rounds of 87
and 91.
Ions earns
weekly honor
PlI1JI1J BY STANLEY BIlEWSlERI'lIIJ: ARDllEII
Senior Carla Chambers and the Boise State gymnastics team will be competing
In their 19th straight NCAA regional championships tomorrow night.
lDynamlte' duo for Broncos
earning national recognition
Following a record·breaking performance in
his first outdoor meet of the season, Boise State
University's Mattias Ions has been named the
WACOutdoor Male Track and Field Athlete of
. theWeek.
A junior from Bjuraker, Sweden, Ions set the
school record in the hammer with a throw of216
feet, one inch inwinning the event at last Friday's
BYUCougar Invitational in Provo, Utah.
Ions broke the record of 204-7 set by Stellan
Kjellander in 2002. His throw was also a NCAA
regional qualifying mark, and is the third best
collegiate throw in the country so far this sea-
son.
Ions Is now the Boise State record holder in
both weight throw events. During this last in-
door season, Ions set the school record in the 35-
pound weight throw with a mark of 67-2.25.
I,
Football
Tomorrow, Spring Scrimmage.
3:35 p..m.
Men's tennis
bmorrow hosting Portland State,
Montana, Montana State and
Idaho, all day
Saturday vs. Montana, 9 a.m.
aturday vs. Montana State, 3 p.m.
@Appleton Tennis Center
Women's tennis
Tomorrow-Sun, vs. Idaho and
Weber State, all day
@Appleton Tennis Center
I'Hl1l'OS BY STANLEY IlIlEWSTEIl!I1l ARDllEII
Mattias Ions (throwing) and Collin Post (relling) ara leading the
Balsa State track and field team to a top 5 national ranking.
to another level,"Post said. As of right now, that success is also
Boise State head coach .Mike . bleeding over into the team aspect.
Maynard loves the factthat he has two The Broncos men's team is currently
guyswho can feed off one anotherlike ranked llth in the nation by track-
these two do. shark.com, while Ions is the owner
"As a coach, my preference is that if of the second best throw so far In the
you have one, it's always better to have outdoor season. He is also owns the
two,"Maynard said. "school records In .both the weight
Ions won the WAC chamPionship throw and the hammer throw.
In the weight throw during the Indoor The two will be back in action
season iIi February, as Post"finished this weekend in Nampa at the NNU
thirdinthe conference. Atall sixmeets Invitational on Saturday. This will be
that the twOparticipated In during the . the last: tiIlle the team. will compete
indoor season, they were both In the In the Treasure Valley this season, so
top three, with Jonswinning four. Post. anyone wanting to get one last glimpse
didtilke ru:stplacej~ theAtb1etes~coni'; ()fthese two atlUetes in person, now's
Invitational tnJatiuary;.·'.:.' ,...;'. the tiIlle.
Thatisthebaek and fOl,thstyle that .
the two attribute to their success.
·1,; .
...•.:";_ •...,...._ .•_._.....~__ ._;.....C .•__. '_: _. ,.."'--"-'--.-:...."...-'''"-
This back and forth competition be-
tween the two members of the Boise
State men's track and field team is
One hails from Arizona, tlie other is sometQ!ng the two have been doing
from Sweden. One is short, stocky and for nearly a half-decade now.
quick while the other is big and pow- "We've competed against each oth-
erful, But together Mattias Ions and error five 'yearsnow. He'd beat me one
Collin Post have become one of the weekend, then I'd come back the next
best combinations Inthe nation for and beathim, so let's see if we can
the weight and hammer throw.' keep doing it,"Post said.
This week, Ions was named the . JonswasatCentralArizonaandPost
Western Athletic Conference men'swasamemberoftheMesaCommunity
track and field athlete ofthe week fol- C9Ilege team. .'. .'.
lowing his record-breakingperfor- NoW the competition is no longer
mance in the hammer-throw at the . frOinrival schools, but two guys who'
BYUInvitatlonalInProvo.But,jUsttwo, ,..>haVe an inner drive to beat the other-
'. weeksb~forethat itwas~,$twhobaa TbUtal~ing~od spiritS. . .... .. .... .
..' the 22l1dtiesttbrowin th~ na~JlWlllle<;· '''We ~UY feed off eachother.1fcompeting in SQuthem CaUfurnia. ,.,.he's haVing a good day, it brings me up
'1; ·"'···f
..• , _"_... . ..:J~ ~_,,;";·_._._ ;.. _ ,_l..._,.c
,,' BY TREVOR HORN
Sports EdItorTrack and field
Saturday @ NNU Invitational,
Nampa
Gymnastics
Tomorrow, NCAARegional
Championships,
. Seattle, WA
I
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Linebackers set to cDOMINATE'"t~j,~~pll
:t, _.' (", -, ,".'~.-: ~.':~~'-r~/'1~:':"~,,~
I.~ •
Fr,0thmlefthto right: Korev Hall (25), Chris Barrioe (55), Jared Hunter (49) and Josh Bean (56) are huge reasons why Broncos fans are excited about thts ssason's defensa. The ltnebackers ars brtngtng back two
a ell' rea starters from last saascn, .
Part four of The Arbiter's SIX part series on the 2005 BOiseState fuotbell team looks
at the linebackers. Despite lOSing a two-time all-conference leader, this group of
gu~s looks to hit the ground runmng with two of their three starters returmng.
, ,
season and should be the everyday back-
up to Brooks opposite Barrios at outside
linebacker.
Josh Bean will see playing time at in-
side and outside linebacker, and red-shirt
freshman Kyle Glngg will see playing
time this year. Gingg gave coaches good
reason to keep him in the rotation as he
recorded one of the team's five sacks in
last week's scrimmage.
There is also a mindset that this line-
backer group has one set agenda for this
season.
·We want to dominate the run -and
make sure no one Isgetting by us,' Brooks
said. 'We want to make sure that nobody
gets 70,60yards on us in a game:
Sounds like a lofty goal to make, but if
there is one defense that is geared to stop
the run, it's these guys.
said of the change that he actually asked
for last fall to help the team out after
starting tight end Derek Schouman got
Injured.
The ability of the team to allow Hunter
to test the waters on offense is an attribu-
tion to the depth they have at the line-
backer positions.
Nang with the two returning starters
and Barrios playing in on the first-team
offense for the most part this spring,
there are a handful of other guys that will
sub in and play quality minutes.
·1 don't have any issues in the fact that
if something were to happen to those first
three guys, putting in those other guys
because I think they could hold up and
do a good job,' Colllns said.
One of those guys is senior Ben
.Chuckovich, who recorded 10tackles last
and 2.5 sacks.
"That guy is unbelievable. Just very
smart, very tough and very hard work-
Ing,' head coach Dan Hawkins said.
That one guy moving over to tight end
is junior Jared Hunter. Hawkins has said
that his goal is to get the best 11guys on
the field, and moving Hunter to tight end
is a part of that goal.
·We are allowing our guys to get into a
position to where they can succeed and
I think he has tremendous talent at tight
end, but it doesn't mean that he still can't
play a little bit at linebacker,' Hawkins
said.
Hunter was a standout tight end and
linebacker at Santa Cruz High School in
California, and knows that the transfor-
mation Isnot going to be an easy one.
·°1know it's going to be tough,' Hunter
added.
Despite the departure ofAvalos,the re-
turning linebackers for the Broncos are
experienced and very deep. So deep that
one of the guys fighting for a starting job
has moved to tight end.
Leading the group is first-team All-
WACand team captain KoreyHall, whose
stat line from last season is a mile long.
"He's the main guy,' Barrios said.
_ Hall was second on the team with 85
tackles last season, 8.5 of them for loss.
He recorded four sacks, intercepted three
passes-and took one back for a touch-
down-and recovered two fumbles.
Oh yeah, all as a sophomore.
Coming back as a starter along side
Hall is fellow junior Colt Brooks. In his
first season as an everyday starter, the
Bishop Kellyproduct recorded 40 tackles
BY TREVOR HORN
Sports Editor
If there were an award for persever-
ance, Chris Barrios would win it hands
down. Then again, that award might ac-
tually be in his near future. The fifth-year
senior linebacker from Upland, Calif.
has waited long and hard for his chance
to break into the starting lineup for the
Boise State football team. And as of right
now, come Sept. 3 in Athens, Georgia, the
waiting may fmally be over.
Broncos defensive coordinator Ron
.Colllns has said Barrios has the inside
. track to replace two-time first-team AlI-
WAClinebacker Andy Avalos at outside
linebacker.
"I think it's awesome for him to perse-
vere through the last four years,' Colllns
IXIEIY
Are ·you wasting time?
r/Worrying about family, money, health
r/ Feeling tense and fatigued
r/Having tfoublealeeping
riAvoiding social f;ituations,
r/ Fedingdown an(\ "blue"
f/Anticipatingyournext panic attack
Now is the time to enjoy life!
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lBlarilicatiDn' renews
Title IX debate
BY DRVE FRIRBRNK
Newport News (Ue.) Dell~ Press
A l-page letter released March
18 by the U.S. Department of
Education is either a welcome
guideline or a chilling attack. It is
the product oflengthy debate or a
complete surprise.
It provides hope and fear, pow-
er and weakness, questions and
answers.
How, you wonder, can a simple
government letter contain all of
that?Welcome to the world ofTitle
, IXand gender polities, where pas-
sions run high and middle ground
is as narrow as a balance beam.
The DOE'sOffice of Civil Rights
sent out a letter last month that
has become the latest chapter in
the debate surrounding Title IX,
the landmark legislation that pro-
hibits sexual discrimination in
institutions that receive federal
funds.
Title IX supporters credit the
legislation for the vast increase
in opportunities in women's ath-
letics for the past 30 years, while
critics say that present methods
I
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of enforcement have caused doz-
ens of men's athletic programs to
be cut.
The government set out to clar-
ify one aspect of the test that col-
lege athletic departments use to
comply with the law.The OCRap-
proved the use of student surveys
in future years to gauge interest
in women's sports, which may al-
Iowa school to be ruled in compli-
ance.
In effect, the responsibility for
compliance with Title IXhas been
shifted from the school to the stu-
dents and to the Office of Civil
Rights, which will monitor the
testing and address complaints.
Neena Chaudhry of the
Women's Law Center called the
move an attempt to weaken Title
IX. NCAApresident Myles Brand
said that as outlined, surveys
"will not provide an adequate in-
dicator of interest among young
women to participate in college
sports, nor does it encourage
young women to participate a
failure that will likely stymie the
growth of women's athletics and
could reverse the progress made
over the last three decades."
Meanwhile, Jim McCarthy, a
spokesman for the College Sports
Council, a group of coaches, par-
ents and athletes ofmen's Olympic
sports programs, called the mea-
sure an "enormously welcome re-
lief from the long, dark days of the
gender quota. Finally, at long last,
schools are able to comply with
Title IXby meeting actual student
interest, rather than by applying
an artificial quota on their ath-
letic departments,"
Some background is helpful:
Title IX originally was passed
in 1972 and was ruled to include
athletic opportunities for women.
The legislation is credited with
a quantum leap in athletic par-
ticipation for women. According
to the NCAA, fewer than 30,000
women competed in intercol-
legiate athletics the year before
Title IX was passed. Today, ap-
proximately 150,000women com-
pete at the college level.
In 1979, officials developed a
three-pronged test for compli-
ance:
Proportionality, the percentage
of male and female 'athletes at a
school must correspond roughly
to the percentage of male and fe-
male students. '
Track record is a school has a
history and continuing practice
of expanding athletic opportuni-
ties for the under-represented sex,
in most instances women.
Accommodation'sshowaschool
must fully and effectively accom-
modates the interest and abilities
of the under-represented sex.
A school is ruled in compliance
if any of the three prongs are met.
Yet because the second and third
prongs were more difficult to
measure, the first prong, propor-
tionality, became what is known
as the "safe harbor" under which
schools would be in compliance.
Critics of proportionality said
it was a quota system and that
schools cut dozens of men's pro-
grams, such as wrestling, indoor
track, golf and swimming, in or-
der to meet the necessary num-
bers.
Advocates and many women's
. groups said that men's programs
did not have to be eliminated if
schools added women's teams
andlor reined in the scholarship
and roster numbers in football, for
Benefits:
Flexible hours
Great Experience
Fun Group
which there is no women's equiv-
alent and which tend to skew the.
proportions.
The recent letter from the Office
of Civil Rights addresses the third
prong of the test. It says that a
school may send out surveys more
than likely they will be online or
Internet surveys to determine the
interest in a sport among the stu-
dent body.
In order to start a women's
team, survey results must demon-
strate three conditions: a team is
desired; it can sustain itself; and it
can compete and schedule within
the school's natural region.
According to the OCR letter:
"Thus; schools are not required
to accommodate the interests
and abilities of all their students
or fulfill every request for the ad-
dition or elevation of particular
sports, unless all three conditions
are present.
"Title IX has said from the be-
ginning that you need to provide
athletic teams based on interest,"
McCarthy said. "There simply
could not be an easier way to de-
termine whether a student is in-
terested in sports than by asking
them. All a male or female college
student has to do is click a mouse
and have an opportunity created
for them. It could not be simpler.
The idea that it is somehow com-
plicated or burdensome is ludi-
crous,':
Rita Simon, a professor at
American University who teaches
in the law school and in the school
of public affairs, was a member of
the Title IX commission that met
in 2002-03 to discuss ways to clar-
ify and improve the legislation. A
sociologist by trade, she is in favor
of surveys and collecting data.
"I'm not saying that women
aren't as interested in playing
varsity sports (as men) or as inter-
ested in playing at the university
level," she said. "Let's have data to
show it. That's what these surveys
would do. And why not? What's
wrong with having data to back
up beliefs?"
Critics, however, say that sur-
veying students who already at-
tend a college does not create
opportunities. A school without
a women's volleyball team, the
reasoning goes, will have few
college-level women's volleyball
players and may not be able to
demonstrate viability through a
survey. Yet the school will still be
ruled in compliance.
Nancy Hogshead-Makar, a law
professor, women's sports ad-
vocate and former Olympic gold
medal swimmer, drafted much of
the Women's Sports Foundation's
rebuttal to the new measure. She
told a story about the day she was
inducted into the Duke University
athletic Hall of Fame in 1994.
She was seated next to then-
Blue Devils athletic director Tom
Butters. The two were having a
conversation about the difficulty
of attending Duke and excelling
at athletics at the same time.
"He told me: 'If women really
want to play sports, maybe they
shouldn't' go to Duke,'" she re-
called, pausing for the weight of
the remark to sink in. "This policy
is something along those lines. If
a school doesn't offer any oppor-
tunities for women, if it doesn't go
out and recruit women the same
way it recruits its male athletes,
then they'll be deemed in compli-
ance with Title IXby this survey.
"Ar;a part of compliance, sur-
See Title 1M !page 14J
BY MIKE ROCHE
Columnist
1. Seattle's Ichiro Suzuki' cur-
rently holds the single season hit
record at what number?
2. Name the Atlanta starting
pitching rotation that will make
the NL East look as gifted as
Sammy Sosa in a spelling bee this
season.
3. TONYLARUSSA:ST.LOUIS::
A. Ozzie Guillen: Detroit'
BLou Plnella :Atlanta
C Frank Robinson: Montreal
DDon Zimmer: Burger King
4.What team does Kenny Lofton
play for this season? How many
different clubs has he played for
in his career?
5. Name last year's AL and NL
CyYoungwinners. BONUS- What
, club did CyYoung play for?
6. If a fastball is thrown at 93
mph from the mound to home
plate and the batter hits a foul ball
to section 180 row 12 at Yankee
Stadium, who does it hit?
7. Which military branch has
expressed interest in the nam-
ing rights of The Washington
Nationals temporary home of
RFKstadium?
8.Which team led the MLBlast
season in total home runs?
9. Name the Houston Astros'
mascot?
10.Where will the All Star game
be held this season? ,
11. Who finished last season
with the highest OBP?
12. I'm thinking of an ALWest
team. Now I'm thinking of anoth-
er ALWest team. Now I'm think-
ing about the ALWest team that
I first thought about. What team
am I thinking about?
Answers: 1.262 2. John Smoltz,
Tim Hudson, Mike Hampton,
John Thomson, Horacio'Ramirez
3: D 4. Philadelphia, 9 5. AL-
Iohan Santana-Minn. NL-Roger
Clemens-Hou., Cleveland. 6. A
guy named Tony or a guy named
Anthony (I'll accept both) 7. U.S.
Army 8. Chi. White Sox and N.Y
Yankees both had 242. 9. Junction
Jack the Rabbit 10.Comeriea Park
_ Detroit. 11. Barry Bonds at .609
(Todd Helton was second with
.469) 12. The Los Angeles Angels
ofAnaheim.
Fan meter: 0-2 correct answers:
you're an idiot, but not the cool
Johnny Damon type. 2-5 correct:
you're a fair weather fan that still
thinks this game is to long and
boring, but nobody asked for
your opinion in the first place:
5-9 correct answers: Nice work
my friend. 9 or more correct an-
swers: You have reached Randall
Post status of baseball stats, triv-
ia, and advanced reasoning, very
impressive.
USE
April 7thl & 8th
(across from';he Reel)
'~
Ask questions,learn
a t interships and
J paid po~itions.
\We're looking for:
• Graphic Designers
• Salesstaff
• Writers
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Crossword-
ACROSS
1 Handgrip
6 Be in debt
9 Scrawny one
14 Actionable
writings
15 Go a few rounds,
16 Stratum
17 Tessie or Milo
18 Retinue
20 Exalt
22 Bucharest's
country
23 Williams of
tennis
24 .; Paulo
25 Price
26 Wading birds
28 "Peter n
29 Clump
132 _ Grande
33 Change place
cards
36 Knack
, 37 Go in again
39 Commotion
40 Neither active
nor passive
42 Actor McKellen
43 Royal role for -
Liz
44 Carried out
45 Knock off track
47 Gandolfo
resident
49 Beatles hit, "And
I Love "
50 L'chaimand
prosit
54 Romantic
56 "Mandy" singer
57 Flat-nosed
lapdog
59 Man from Mosul
60 Emissary
61 Be sorry about
62 Oxen with
humps
63 Bogart film, "Key
n
64 Hanoi holiday
65 Curvy letters
DOWN
1 Stoppages
2 Strong thread
3 Detest
4 Sibyl
5 Lamentation
© 200STribune Medle Services, Inc.
All rights reserved.
MID?!!!!!
6 Follow the rules
7 Took first
8 Frills
9 Urban blight
10 Venezuelan
capital
11 "Paper Moon"
star
12 Patronage
13 Barrier Reef
19 Tic-tac-toe win
21 More equable
24 More
emotionless
27 Falsehood
28 RPM part
29 Irish Sea isle
30 Exist
31 Ace-in-the-hole
card game
33 Soprano Tebaldi
34 Fruit drink
35 In addition
37 Blushing
38 Veteran sailor
41 Rising by levels
43 Bloom and
Trevor
Solutions
S 3 S S
S n 8 3
I 0 'V l::l
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Rrblter classified advertisements ar.a free to
students. Clesslfledads mayba placed three weys:
emell: classlfleds.erblteronhne.c'om
. phone: 3'15-820'1x 100
or stop by the office at 1605Unrverslty Drive
(across from the SUB).
horoscopes
By Linda C. Black
-Tribune Media Services
Today's Birthday (04-07-05)
You're powerful, smart, fun
and good looking. You also
have a stack of stuff you've
promised to do. Start there,
and pretty soon you'll be
accomplishing amazing
things. To get the advantage,
check the day's rating: 10 is
the easiest day, 0 the most
challenging.
Aries (March 21-AprU 19)
Today is a 7 _ Something
you forgot about takes top
priority. Keep your promise
so your conscience is clear,
and you'll move faster
tomorrow.
Taurus (Aprll20-May 20)
Today is a 5 _ Make sure your
team knows exactly what you
want them to do. The next
two days will be hectic; get
your message across now.
Gemini (May 21-June 21)
Today is a 7 _ There are a
few problems to be worked
out, so don't let yourself get
complacent. You'll be able to
relax with friends soon, but
don't-take off prematurely.
Cancer (June 22-July 22)
Today is a 6 _You're starting
to figure out a better way
to do the job. Work on your
I HAND- PICKED '(OU
rioo FOR M'( TEAM
BECAUSEWE HAVE NO
BUDGET.
~
S 1 S I--l-+-
H'alo 2®
On the
BIG
SCREEN!
• 16 Garners. 4
Screens • State-of·the-
Art Surround Sound
$450 Group Fundraiser
Scheduling Bonus
4 hours of your group's
time PLUS our free (yes,
free) fundraising solutions
EQUALS $1,000-$2,000
i in earnings for your group.
·Call TODAY for a $450
:honus when you schedule
'your non-sales fundraiser
,with CampusFundraiser.
:Contact CampusFund·
·raiser, (888) 923-3238, or
:visit www.campusfund·
.raiser. com
·Babes in the Woods in
:home daycare, verysmall
:group, (6). SE Boise, In-
'fant thru 3 yrs. 342-5906,
,336-0838. Limited open-
:ings now available!
,
. '85 Toyota 4x4. Lifted:
'Lots of Chrome. Lots of
;Lights. Runs and .looks
:great! $3200/obo.·· Call
:412-2495.
: '86 Nissan King Cab
:4x4. 5 sp. PWIPS AlC.
:Tool Box. Looks and runs
:great! $2400/obo. Call
:412-2495. -
: '92 Mobile Home Spa-
'feious 2/bd 2Iba Near
;BSU on large lot. $17,500.
:Call about financing. 342- .
i1512.
• ! -.1'-I'
2 10" speakers in custom
boxes. tOO watt amp in-
cluded, $99. Call 331-
8422
2001 Yellow Scooter
H580. Nice condition.
$995. Below retail. Call
384~5407.
7-Piece Cherry 'Bedroom
set. Brand-new in box.
Retail $2250, sacrifice
$450. Call 888-1464
97 Honda Accord EX
V6, wht,-4dr, I10k, sun-
roof, alarm, CDIMP3,
all power, excel. condo
$8599/obo 890-711>5
Cherry Sleigh Bed, solid
wood. New-in-box. Value
$899, sacrifice $249. Call
888-1464.
Delta Diamond plated
compact truck bed box,
$99. 331-8422
Full size orthopedic set.
Brand new in package.
Sacrifice $99. Call 866-
7476
Italian leather couch and
loveseat for salel Brand
new, still in plastic. Re-
tail $2950, sacrifice $895.
CalI888-1464.
Queen Pillow Top mat-
tress set. Brand new, still
in plastic. Must sell $129.
Can deliver. 866-7476
Queen Tempilrpedic style
,visco memory' foam mat-
tress. Brand new in plas-
tic•. Retail' $1500. Must
sell $350 855-9688
~,-
r
45 Arid expanse
46 Convert into
charged
particles
47 Of the Vatican
48 Greek letter
49 Sign of affection
51 Chunks
52 Close-fitting hat
53 Geneva .
populace
55 Not fooled by
56 ~un into
58 Writer Grafton
StinglElvis Costello tick-
ets. Great seats! Sections
All & A8. Make offer,
must sell! Call 866-2065.
• Elevatoro
• Direclly aero ss from n1nco
• 24·llour /tIne ... room
• Business Center
• Secured Aced'
Affordable
Downtown
Uving
Newly Built
1&2 Bedrooms
$4-75 or $595
~....:.:oiJ~~}~
. 344..7400 .~
Or\-lSltiJ::af
wWw.C •• IC~luaAparlmenISconi
Cabin Fever?
Time to Move?
Affordable Living at
BrentwoodApartments
3165 SouthApple
2 BR from $585
3 BR from $645
Garages & CarportsAvl.
Near Shopping & BSU
Call for our Specials!
Tel: 336-3869
Code #200 EHO
Private Uving Areas & Bath .
Shared Common Amenltles
EVERGREEN SUITES 384-1600
lBdrm HouseICottage'
for rent.W6od floors, gas
heat, WID, patio.'l.mile
fro!JlBSU.Ca1l426-8702
2bd12ba$575/mo. plus
$250 dep. Oneblock
fr0lll BSJ,Ltampus. 1219
presentation so you'll be
ready when called upon.
Leo (July 23-Aug. 22)
Today is an 8_Don't let past
delays and mistakes dampen
your enthusiasm. For the
next few days, things will
go amazingly well. It'll be
effortless.
VIrgo (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
Today is a 6 _A situation
that seems impossible to
resolve will actually turn out
OK.You've figured out what
you really want. Now, all you
have to do is find the money
to pay for it.
Ubra (Sept. 23-0ct. 22)
Today is a 7 _ Brilliant ideas
don't always work out as
expected. You'll never know
if you don't give them a
try, however. By the way,
be careful. Don't break
'anything. .
Scorpio (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
Today is a 7 _ The more you
work, the more you make,
and you're now on a binge.
'Push hard and get to the
treasure first. You love it
when yOIlwin.
Sagittarius (Nov. 22·Dec. 21)
,Today is a 7 _ Past sorrows
will be left behind soon,
so don't make a big deal of
them. Allow them to lift away
I
BECAUSE
ALL I NEED
ARE MY
WITS AND
MY COM-
PUTER.
~
MY'COM-
PUTER 15
TOO SLOW,
I'M TAKING
YOURS.
\
from your heart and float off
to heaven, or wherever.
Capricorn (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
Today is a 6 _ Draw up what
you're trying to accomplish,
to the best of your ability.
You'll find some things that
just won't work. Better now,
on paper, than later.
Aquarius (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
Today is a 7 _You don't get
as much as you expected, but
you should be able to scrape
up enough to buy that book
or new computer program
you've been wanting. Invest
in your own education.
Pisces (Feb. 19-March 20)
Today is a 6 _ This is not a
good time to start a fight with
the person who signs your
paycheck. Let your good
deeds speak for you instead.
and you'll end up with a
greater profit.
(c) 2005,
TRIBUNE MEDIA SERVICES INC.
Distributed by Knight
Ridder-Tribune Information
Services.
Boise, must be 18yrs or
older,make $100-150 per
shift, job placement/get
certified. Call 333-tips
(8477)
! WALL'( ,,(OUR LAZINESS ~
I HELPS '(OU ACCOMPLISH ::>
.. THE MOST WORK WITH 1;
1~THE LEAST EFFORT. ~'(VONNE, '(OUR HOTNESS ~GIVES '(OU THE POWER ,,~
TO I'\i\KE MEN DO LJl-\AT !
'(OU WANT FOR )
NOTHING. ~
~•
L...,..;;;;;;:;::::::~_....J! =======~
S. VermontAve. Call
284-8527
work around your school
schedules Call 321-7896
BroncoJobs
@@"i,iNi'''iji''iJ''O".mOe -.cQl.tt1a~~}1Jl/_~' ,tlte Park
The Reel Theatre is happy to announce the launch of Halo 2~ Game Night at the Norlhgate
Reel Theatres. The event starts on Friday, FebrualY 4" @ midnight and runs until 3am
Saturday morning. This will become a weekly event (wi the possibility of more nights being
added later on) at the Northgate Reel Theatre on 6950 W. Sate S~.ln Boise. The cost will
be $10 per person playing and $3 for persons watching. For more Information on thiS or for
current movie inforrilalion. please call 377-2620 or visit www.reeltheatre.com. Come on
over to the Northgale Reel and get your game onl
./klt Sho~s) & sa-e.n sho~s) """'1l!J(j OJ' penr;ssiotl tom loI'alnoil Co/pDnI/iOO'
'XboA&HJk)2f, ereeJther ;t1erod n1emcrJ:s Of tn'W1em.ri.s 01A.fCorolf roniltJe UnJredSl3fCsWolootcourr:rws'
Affordable
Furnished Housing
Off-Campus
Starting at $295/mo.
Bring In ad & receive $100
off lst month rent
Want to spend the sum-
mer at Camp? The Girl
Scouts of Silver Sage
Council are looking for
dedicated, energetic&
enthusiastic counselors,
lifeguards and kitchen
staff for camps located
in McCall, Salmon and
Swan Valley.Please call
800-846-0079j or email
ashaw@girlscouts-ssc.org
for more information or
application packet.
Lookingfor
Jobs while you are a
student, Career
Opportunities, or
Internships?
Includes all utilities, cablel
computer lab. Open 7 days
a week'
Free job-referral
service
336;'8787
Click BroncoJobs
at http://
career.boisestate.edu
~;'~B7U~~']"17<'
~ ~ -, • r ,
SAVE 20% • 80% ON
dental,vision, chiropractic
and prescription services.
csu Stacey 850.-3533
H you. enjoy spending
time with people Inneed
of help (elderly, handi-
capped, disabled children)
call us. Requirements: 6-
l2mo, exp@ test/CPR!
Background check, reli- /
able trans.s must. prr &-
Frr work avail. We will
Wifeless USAnow hiring
(25+ hrs). $7/hr + Com-
mision. Please contact
331-0811 or drop by' -
SO, THEN '(VONNE CON-
VINCED ME TO DO HER
WORK "NO WALL'( WENT
ON DISABILIT'f' LEAVE.
I
,AND
'(OU
WOULD
BE? )
DONALD
TRUMP.
GIVE f.\E
SOME FREE
STUFF.
(
resume, wireless experi-
ence preferred.
Customer Sales/service
Great Pay
Flexible Schedules
All ages 18+
Conditions exist
No Exp Net, We train
CAl1331·2820
CaU Mon.·Th ..... 9-4
. .
veymg students no problem with
that. But as the only measure?
Absolutely not accurate and not
consistent with what's been said
previously by the Department (of
Education):'
Critics' also view the new survey
"darification"'measure as essen-
tially having been slid under the
door. The letter and the accom-
panying I77-page user's manual,
complete with sample online
surveys, were released without
fanfare on a Friday through the
Department of Education's Web
site.
In addition, former Secretary
of Education Rod Paige said two
years ago during the commission
hearings that no measure would
be adopted that was not unani-
mously approved by the IS-mem-
ber board the use of surveys was
approved 10-5.
Also, critics say that the mea-
sure was implemented with no re-
cent discussion or debate, a claim
that others dismiss. McCarthy, for
one, pointed out that much of the
original language of the three-
prong test came from women's
sports advocates, with little out-
side input from others likely to be
affected by the legislation.
"The very people who are com-
plaining that the rule was done
behind closed doors are the same
people that created the prob-
lem by crafting a full rule be-
hind closed doors," he said. "It's
like someone with a mouthful of
cheesecake telling everyone else
at the table that they need to go
on a diet."
Another gripe critics have with
the new measure: Schools may
assume that non-response to the
survey indicates a lack of inter-
est, if all students have been given
what is deemed "an easy opportu-
nity to respond."
"I've got lots of complaints
about the survey," Hogshead-
Makar said, "but my No. 1 com-
plaint is that if you don't reply to
the survey; that can be interpret-
ed to mean non-interest. In every
other survey you've ever ·heard
about, if 50 percent of the people
respond, you extrapolate from the
people that respond to the gener-
al population."
Rhetoric aside, few people be-
lieve that the new survey mea-
f.,,
i
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sure will be used as justification .
to eliminate existing women's
teams.
"The major worry is that this
will cap or shut offopportunities,"
Hogshead-Makar said. "Sort of
where we are now is where we're
going to be. It also assumes that
there's no discrimination going
on at the high school level, that
girls have the same opportunities
in high school that boys have and
clearly they don't."
Indeed, the Supreme Court nar-
rowly ruled last week that Title IX
whistleblowers were entitled to
protection under the legislation,
stemming from' a Birmingham,
Ala., case in which a girls'high
school basketball coach was fired
after complaining that his team -
did not have facilities or equip-
ment comparable to the boys'
team.
USAWrestling has been an ex-
ceptionally vocal and active op-
ponent of the present method of
Title IXenforcement, but director
of communications Gary Abbott,
who testified before the commis-
sion three years ago, does not see I===========================~====~~~~==~==~~~~~==~~~~~~~the new measure as a resounding F
victory for his side.
"Right now, we applaud the
OCR for trying to give some real
meat to the other two prongs,
but we can't have an opinion un-
til it actuallygets used," he said.
"Nobody knows how the surveys
will work. Since men and women
are taking them, there's no guar-
antee we'll be happy with the reo
suits."
From' Abbott's perspective,
there are two critical portions to
the OCR letter: All three prongs
are considered equally promi-
nent "safe harbors" now, and not
just proportionality; one sentence
near the end reads: "Schools are
also reminded that nothing in
Title IX or the three-part test re-
quires the cutting or reduction of
opporturiities for the overrepre-
sented sex, and OCRhas pledged
to seek remedies that do not in-
volve the elimination of opportu-
nities." '
"This should be a serious, edu-
cational, intelligent discussion,"
Abbott said. "This should be a de-
bate about the best way to achieve
something that's good, within the
context of a three-part test."
BOise State tsnrus
teams gear up to
host at home trus
weekend
Controversy on the horizon
BY JE. T'RIME DAUIS
. Sports Writer
alizing. Then, the opportunity to
write a column presents the op-
portunity to go against the grain.
This 'is not one of my normal
factual and statistical stories.
This is the chance to take a stand.
Although I have always been a
sports fan, I have never involved.
myself with college sports or stu-
dent athletes. In the position of
sports writer' here at The Arbiter,
I have had to dive headfirst into
both.
Interviewing these student ath-
letes always leaves me in awe.
The determination, strength, and
fortitude it takes to simply playa
sport Is rough, but add in travel-
ing schedules and an academic
load fuller than most of us and
you can bet on being awestruck, I
admire the efforts of each student
athlete out there, from 'soccer, to
wrestling, to football, basketball,
or even golf,
From there, pull in the coach-
ing staff. It takes several coaches,
statisticians, trainers, and even
those in sports medicine to get
the machine working, This is not
the Saturday morning game with
some friends anymore ..
Nowwe have rules, regulations,
and politics. Yes, politics. Even
in sports. We take the fun of the
sport for granted and search for
some reason to gossip about the
players, the coaches, or the sea-
son we want to erase.
Case in point. For those of you
that are out there forming opin-
ions about some of these student
athletes or college coaches, let me
ask you this: Have you been there?
Can you put yourself in their
shoes? Have you witnessed their
effort, had their schedule, or pro-
duced their fortitude? Have you
felt the pulls ofthe press, pressure
of being in the public eye, or the
position of being on a pedestal?
Have you witnessed the coaching
style, handled the responsibility
for a group of students and staff,
or experienced that amount of
pressure to win? Have you had to
maintain a relationship simulta-
neously with the media, the sport,
your family, and your team?
Just something to think about.
Take a moment and consider that
a student athlete is a student and
an athlete. Remember that a uni-
versity coach puts on several hats
in a day, and still has to go home
to their family, their life.
At the end of the day, we are all
unified by one driving force. We
are Broncos. Boise State Broncos.
Whether we take strides on the
football field, make school re-
cords on the course, take the
team to a winning season, or be-
come an honor student, we are
all a part of this University. In the
end, school spirit rules the courts,
fields, courses, and mats. In the
end, we are all responsible for the
public eye. Go Broncos!
Recent events in the women's
hoops program have left the pub-
lic eye watching and waiting for
any juicy news and a reason to
gossip. Comments are flying on
the message boards and across
campus. Any location where
sports information can be had
shares the same buzz-attempts
to get the latest story and be accu-
rate about it. I should know; I am
part of it.
From a journalist standpoint,
this becomes a type of recreation
as well as the job. The excitement
and adrenaline becomes the mo-
tivation to achieve. Attempts to
be fair and ethical are top prior-
ity, and necessary, in this field of
work.
In the end, you cannot help
forming an opinion. In fact, that
becomes part of the job-stick-
ing with facts rather than editori-
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